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Tämän diplomityön tärkein tutkimusagenda oli löytää paras markkinoille tulo 

strategia suomalaiselle cleantech pk-yritykselle ja tunnistaa tärkeimmät LED 

projektien ajurit. Suomalaisille pk-yrityksille on tyypillistä vähäiset resurssit ja 

vähäinen tietämys uudesta markkina-alueesta. Yritykset eivät myös heti löydä 

oikeata yhteistyökumppania tai eivät pysty kilpailemaan paikallisten yritysten 

kanssa. Markkinoille tulo strategian tulisikin olla aina hyvin perusteltua ja uuden 

markkina-alueen toimijat ja trendit pitäisi tunnistaa. 

 

LED markkinoilla on todella hyvät näkymät ja hyvin paljon mahdollisuuksia 

useille eri sidosryhmille. Erityisesti energiatehokkuus, älykäs valaistus ja 

valaistuksen laatu ovat tekijöitä jotka voidaan katsoa LED valaisimien eduiksi. 

LED valaisimien odotetaan olevan vallitseva teknologia vuoteen 2020 mennessä, 

mikä tarkoittaa paljon potentiaalista kasvua ja Saksan ennustetaan olevan yksi 

nopeimmin kasvava markkina-alue.   

 

Kansainvälistymisen onnistumisen eteen suoritettiin analyysi Saksan LED 

markkinasta ja tärkeimmät kilpailijat tunnistettiin tutkimuksen aikana, pääasiassa 

tutkimalla internetsivuja ja analysoimalla olemassa olevia LED – projekteja. 

Tunnistamalla tyypillisen LED projektin prosessi ja tärkeimmät asiakkaan ajurit 

tehtiin kansainvälistymisen suunnitelma, jonka perusteella voidaan tehdä 

markkinoille tulo päätös. 
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This thesis’s main research agenda was to find out how Finnish cleantech SME 

should enter German market and to identify typical requirements of LED – projects 

in Germany. Finnish SMEs typical characteristics are scarce resources and low 

knowledge level about new market area. Companies tend to either find wrong 

partners or can’t compete with local products. Market entry decision should always 

be made based on exact data and through understanding market actors’ actions and 

trends.  

 

LED market has very good prospects and opens lots of opportunities for multiple 

different stakeholders. Especially energy efficiency, smart lighting, and light 

quality are factors that are benefits of LED luminaires. LED luminaires are 

expected to be dominant luminaire technology by 2020, which means a lot of 

potential for growth and Germany will be one of the growth areas. 

 

To overcome internationalization barriers analysis of German LED market was 

conducted and main competitors were identified by studying multiple websites of 

competitors and analysis of LED cases. By identification of typical process model 

in LED projects, internationalization plan for market entry was made and by better 

understanding the market trends and customer values, market entry decision can 

be made accordingly.  
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1  INTRODUCTION 

Ever since discovery of fire humans have constantly tried to invent new ways to 

light up the space. Over 100 hundred years ago first LED lamp was made and only 

recently have this technology gained true market potential. Development of LED 

technology has been very fast and boom has created new market opportunities for 

multiple new players and as the world is open for competition, new market can have 

endless opportunities. Largest driver for increased use of LED lighting is need for 

energy efficiency and sustainability which also bring economic benefits. (Global 

Industry Analyst, 2015) 

One huge market in the world is Germany, where already exist multiple LED 

companies and where market is still yet to reach its potential. (Frost & Sullivan, 

2014) For Finnish SME this kind of market area is very interesting and attractive 

target as the Finnish market is small and limited. That’s why internationalization 

creates multiple great opportunities and drivers to expand business to foreign 

markets. With the attractiveness comes great risk and lots of heavy planning to 

properly enter new market area, which at first glance seems to be similar to Finnish, 

but has its own differences.  

As important as it is to identify the structure of the LED market is to understand the 

drivers behind the structure. As LED is generally considered expensive to purchase 

and cheap in long run it needs to be investigated what sort of balance purchasers 

are preferring the most. In some cases, cheap lighting is good for balance sheet, but 

in the long run technical lighting which is poor and hasn’t considered basic factors 

like flicker or glare will damage the worker’s eyes. The market trend is going 

towards cheaper LED lights but somewhere has to be the limit and balance which 

customers are ready to accept. (Routledge, 2016) 

1.1 Purpose, research gaps, goals & objectives 

Purpose of this thesis is to study current trends in internationalization for Finnish 

cleantech SME, and find out which is the best way to enter new market area. For 
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company to enter new market it must have proper knowledge about its new 

environment and create solid strategy for market entry. Other important aspect to 

analyse is development of LED technology market, which helps to understand the 

drivers and trends of new and growing market segment. Following question themes 

were selected for this thesis, which aim to explore  

1) What is the best entry mode to German market for Finnish SME LED 

lighting solution provider? 

2a) who would be potential customers for a lightning solution, and  

2b) what are the key customer requirements and expectations for the lightning 

solution in German market?  

From these thematic questions following research questions were constructed: 

RQ1:  

What are the potential internationalizations pathways into German market for the 

LED lighting solution provider, and the special characteristics of alternative 

pathway? 

RQ2:  

What are the customers key requirements and expectations for LED lighting 

solutions and who are potential customers for the LED lighting solutions in 

Germany? 

To answer these research questions, focus of the study will be around case 

company’s two new products, product 1 (sports & industrial) and product 2 

(street) luminaire series. Purpose is to understand what kind of network of players 

exist in Germany and how it differs from Finnish network and how should case 

company orientate in this new German network. Second focus part is to understand 

what sort of requirements are coming from the customer and how they will probably 

evolve in the future, which is important for product development and cooperation 

with the possible German partner.  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Purpose of the following section is to cover theoretical frameworks through which 

internationalization, factors related to market entry and analysis of customer drivers 

can be explained. Theoretical backbone has been selected through analysing 

Finnish SME LED lightning solution manufacturer, its network and sales 

requirements. Focal point is in the internationalization of Finnish SMEs to German 

market with low amount of resources. On the European level SME means usually 

a company, which has less than 250 workers and turnover is under 50 million euros 

(Europpean Comission, 2016) 

2.1 Internationalization of SMEs 

In this chapter internationalization of SMEs is discussed. In the following chapters 

general reasons to go abroad, Uppsala model, network model, entry strategies and 

entry modes are described to better understand the internationalization process of 

the firm and why it happens in the first place and how should SMEs internationalize.  

Internalization of the company happens not only because of the time, place and 

company’s industry, but also because companies want to take more advantage of 

multiple factors. For example, global markets can offer better use of their free 

production capacity, avoiding the domestic markets saturation and dependence on 

them and to better respond to the needs of international markets. (Leonidou, et al., 

2007, p. 735) 

Typically, internationalization happens through exporting operations, which is the 

easiest way of starting operations abroad. While the exporting operations gradually 

grow, company may start to invest in local subsidiary or joint venture, which gives 

more control over abroad operations and increases commitment to foreign market. 

In many cases this transition phase contains lots of experimenting and companies 

must have managerial capabilities to learn from mistakes and develop the process. 

During this process company gains gradual knowledge about the market and starts 
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to gain benefits through local knowledge which helps to understand customers and 

markets better. (Cavusgil, et al., 2012, pp. 193-195) 

Internationalization process can be described by multiple dimensions which have 

to be taken into account when going abroad. First dimension is operation method, 

where company typically changes type of doing business abroad to more 

commitments being made. The more diversified the market the more diversified 

operational methods have to be and typically one method is not enough in the long 

run. Next dimension is product or sales object, which has two subcategories; 

expansion into new or existing product and total change of the product concept, 

which means more services around the product or creating deeper solution to 

customers. (Luostarinen & Welch, 1990, pp. 251-253)  

 

Figure 1. Dimensions of Internationalization. (Luostarinen & Welch, 1990, p. 252) 

Third dimension is target market dimension, where operations get more complex 

the further the physical distance grows. Typically, company which operates at very 

far distances from original home market is considered more mature in its 

internationalization process. Fourth dimension is company’s organizational 
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structure where internal company changes are being measured. Company must 

have clear vision of the foreign operations and how these are handled. Fifth 

dimension is personnel, which takes into account people who are responsible for 

different actions and also personnel policies. This means the more capable and well 

trained personnel is better at doing key making decision in the internationalization 

process. To receive best result recruitment and training needs to be very rigorous, 

which later can show results or indications of the company success on the 

international market when personnel can carry out successfully company’s 

strategies. For Finnish companies one problem has been especially overly 

complicated strategies that personnel aren’t capable of handling. Sixth dimension 

is organizational structure where growth on the foreign market requires clear 

structure to handle issues and ideas. Usually in the early phase foreign operations 

are only under top management team, but later on responsibilities are shifted to 

local management. Final dimension is finance of the company to carry out properly 

different activities. The more internationalized company, the more ways of gaining 

finance to operate and more sources like domestic or foreign and governmental 

support. (Luostarinen & Welch, 1990, pp. 253-256) 

2.1.1 Uppsala Model & networks 

Uppsala model is a model used to explain internationalization of the firms which 

has been in use since 1977 and has been revisited in 2007. According to model 

companies start internationalization process through intermediaries and after 

gaining foothold on the foreign market, intermediaries or agents are replaced by 

local representatives. After this phase comes establishment of the local 

manufacturing which is used to decrease trade barriers which usually means more 

control over offering. Internationalization processes also take place to more close 

markets, which was noticed in the studies of multiple Swedish SMEs.  

Revisited Uppsala model has taken also into account the importance of networks in 

internationalization of companies. Networks are created through social interactions 

between companies, customers and suppliers where knowledge and trust usually 

grows over time. The better the relationship network company has, the more value 
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can be derived from this network. Networks are more and more considered as asset 

to the companies, where building network means investments and commitment. All 

of the relationships are basically social interactions and it is important to understand 

intentions, expectations and interpretations in the networking process. Very 

important is understanding the roles of actors in the network, where can exist 

leverage on other actors or decisions of one actor can strongly effect other actors. 

Successful network can usually accumulate important knowledge from multiple 

partner sources and data flow can go to many directions depending on the focal 

company decisions.  

During early market entry phase, managers are faced with the challenge where they 

have to choose right entry mode to foreign market. Instead of this, Uppsala model 

suggest investigating foreign market networks to find important actors on the 

market and their relations to each other, which can be only be found by entering 

company. It is crucial to gain insidership in the network of the foreign actors. This 

requires institutional market knowledge (language, laws and rules) and market 

specific business knowledge (relationships in the networks). This knowledge can 

also be generated not only on the entry foreign market, but possibly also from 

company’s other market areas and from relations between buyer and seller. 

(Johanson & Vahlne, 2009, pp. 1411-1420) 

Internationalizing companies can be divided into four different segments based on 

their internationalization phase. Through these four segments company’s situation 

can be identified and assessed accordingly: 

1) Early starter 

2) Late starter 

3) The lonely international  

4) Internationals among others 

Early starter is first in his network to internationalize and has huge lack of 

knowledge and needs to face huge challenges in identification of target market 

characteristics. Late starter on the other hand is facing already built network, which 

usually requires specialization and adaptation skills. The lonely international faces 
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competition only from local companies, which requires internal skills and 

internalization of local business patterns and networks. International among others 

acts in a network which is already internationalized and expansion happens through 

mergers and acquisitions. Company needs to be able to has clear focus and has 

possibility to take advantage of external resources. (Ahokangas & Pihkala, 2002, 

pp. 75-76) 

Internationalization of the company is a result of the current network and 

relationships of the company, where network focal companies usually follow each 

other to gain valuable network position. This process happens because it is probable 

to find new business opportunities abroad by identification and exploiting them. If 

internationalizing company has no partners it is also possible to connect to existing 

actor in the network to gain the network benefits. That is why it is important to also 

identify the location abroad where opportunities and focal firm exist. Usually new 

partner is a middleman or agent company who has already connected to existing 

network of actors with whom agent has already built trust and commitment or 

possesses knowledge about building process which is very crucial asset. (Johanson 

& Vahlne, 2009, pp. 1420-1425) 

2.1.2 Market entry strategy 

This chapters goes through what kind of factors need to be taken into consideration 

when selecting different entry modes and goes through typical major entry modes 

that internationalizing companies usually select and what are their advantages and 

disadvantages.  

Usually for manufacturing companies that want to start exporting operations to 

foreign market three major modes exist: 

1) Indirect export 

2) Direct export 

3) Own export 
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which all have their own specific advantages and disadvantages. Indirect export 

means that manufacturing company does not get involved in the export and leaves 

operation to local exporter. In direct export manufacturing company is more 

involved in the process and has direct contact to middleman. In the own exporting 

manufacturing company has no middleman between final customer and still no 

local subsidiary. (Luostarinen & Welch, 1990, pp. 20-30) Exporting also allows 

market testing for companies who lack experience or resources. (Albaum & Duerr, 

2008, pp. 74-75) 

Going international is considered a big but natural step for company that seeks 

growth. After the home market has saturated or fear of the competitors grows big 

enough, company must face challenges by going abroad to seek more profits and 

sales. This requires commitment of valuable and typically scarce resources and new 

risks have to be taken in order to gain foothold in the new market. To reduce risks 

and allocate these scarce resources more efficiently, companies should create a plan 

for the internationalization process. Plan should have objective, goals, resources 

and agreed policies, typically for three to five years ahead. Managers around the 

plan should have created strategy that covers: choice of target market and product, 

objectives and goals, choice of entry mode, marketing plan and control system to 

monitor market performance 

 

Figure 2. The Elements of International Market Entry Strategy. (Root, 1994, p. 4) 
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In the planning process it is typical that smaller companies tend to skip this phase 

due to scarce resources in comparison to large companies. This phase is one of the 

most important part of the internationalization process which is not something that 

will take brief amount of time. (Root, 1994, pp. 1-4) For example, successful 

marketing requires knowledge of local markets and differences compared to local 

markets. Proper identification system or plan must be implemented for company to 

be able to identify these differences (Albaum & Duerr, 2011, pp. 21-23). 

When planning entry strategy company must first assess multiple factors that 

influence decision of entry. These factors can be divided into external and internal 

factors. (See next figure) In the external factors target country market factors is 

first category. In this category factors such as market size can have an impact on 

the entry path selection, in general smaller markets favour agent sales and bigger 

markets favour subsidiary exporting and investments in local production. In this 

part it also important to assess competitive structure of the market, where atomistic 

markets favour exporting, whereas oligopolistic markets may require local 

production to be able to compete against. Final part of this category is marketing 

infrastructure, in case of no available infra, only mode of entry is subsidiary or 

branch. (Root, 1994, p. 9)  

Greatest benefit of exporting is acquirement of customers fast and it makes possible 

to have control over production. And after the company has had some experiences 

on the market it can grow the business by opening subsidiary or in some other way 

commit more resources. Challenges of the exportation lie in the distance issues, like 

customs or transportation costs or some other surprising costs. Distance also creates 

issue for responding to customer problems who can be located far away. Company 

must also be able to address following areas of knowledge; cultural (marketing & 

pricing), technological (changes in production) & and market potential. Companies 

with proper background work have substantial benefits internationally.  (Zekiri & 

Angelova, 2011, pp. 576, 580) 
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Figure 3. Factors in the Entry Mode Decision. (Root, 1994, p. 9) 

In the target country production factors like raw materials, cost of labour and 

economic infrastructure are taken into consideration. The higher the local costs in 

manufacturing the more probable the exporting mode is. Next external category is 

target country environmental factors. These factors include very important factors 

such as government policies and regulations, geographical distance, where 

transportation costs have high importance. In case of stable government and law 

regulation, equity investments are less risky to do and business can be conducted 

more easily. It is also important to analyse target country’s development 

dynamically by analysing growth rate of national product, personal income, 

employment and the rate of investments. Next thing to analyse is sociocultural, how 

different target country market is from home market, close markets are usually 

easier to enter due to closeness. Last external category is home country factors 

where small companies seek growth from bigger abroad markets through exporting. 

The more competitive home market the more following style companies have to 

each other. From markets that are atomistic, exporting is usually more preferred 

way compared to oligopolistic domestic markets. Important to find out is domestic 
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market policies that can favour different factors at the same time, like high 

production costs favour entry mode of investing into local production abroad or 

different tax incentives for exporting.  

Internal factors first category is product factors, where product capabilities are 

evaluated and incorporated into competitive advantage. In case of low quality 

products pricing has to be on the local market level, which can’t handle very well 

production or transportation costs and pushes entry mode into local manufacturing. 

Other factor is product service level, where more complex services require closer 

approach to customer, which drives entry mode to subsidiary or branch office. 

Services are considered very hard to exportation and one way of going around this 

is training of local representatives. Second category is resource / commitment 

factors in which factors like management, capital, technology, production skills and 

marketing skills are evaluated and the better the level the more entry options 

company can have. That’s why smaller companies are using entry modes that 

require less resources whereas bigger companies can use more resources for market 

entry. Experienced companies with successful abroad operations are more eager to 

commit more to equity entry modes than companies with little experience. Early 

failures are not always bad experience if they reveal company’s internal weaknesses 

to better select new entry mode. (Root, 1994, pp. 8-15) 

2.1.3 Distributor criteria & selection 

After the company’s initial decision on entry mode, which requires a lot of market 

research, company must have a plan for foreign market agent or distributor selection 

process. With the properly designed search process, company can select best 

distributor according to the situation on hands. Typical screening process according 

to Root has four phases: 

1) drawing up the distributor profile 

2) locating distributor prospects 

3) evaluating distributor prospects 

4) choosing the distributor 
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In the first part, distributors need to be assessed through the company’s marketing 

strategy, products and objectives for the foreign market. Other factors are covered 

trading areas, firm size, experience with the product, sales organization and 

capabilities, inventories, after-sales service capabilities, promotion capabilities, 

reputation on the market, recorded sales performance, operations costs, financial 

stability, knowledge of local language, business methods and finally willingness to 

cooperate with the manufacturer. This info can be gained from multiple information 

sources, which include: 

 government agencies 

 banks 

 manufacturers 

 trade associations 

 trade publications 

 transportation agencies 

 freight forwarders 

 trade fairs 

 advertising agencies 

 directories 

 chamber of commerce 

 unsolicited inquiries  

 personal visits 

Second phase consists of screening after the initial screening process, where 

company has made first prospect list and gained list of distributors. After this starts 

the phase where company sends inquiry about the distributors willingness and 

capabilities to handle the company’s product line. This phase involves also the part 

where distributor is either not interested or already has better product line. To avoid 

this first contact should be sales contact, where product is promoted, where 

competitive advantages, home market customers and reputation of the company are 

emphasized. After all the interested candidates have answered, company needs to 

ask about their plan to promote the product, relevant information and how much 

sales volume can be roughly expected. With this info, company can now select the 

most “best” candidate. Best practises always include face to face discussion to 

really see the distributors willingness and capabilities to work with the 

manufacturing company. The total screening process needs to be taken into account 
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properly as the selection of “wrong” candidate will cost even more time and 

resources.  

Third phase, negotiation, covers the relevant factors that are typical for the 

distributor company’s and what should be expected from the typical demands to be 

properly prepared for the negotiation process. Usually list of demands consists of 

multiple factors: 

 Differentiated, well-known, prestige product with good sales potential 

 Functional discounts that allow high markups 

 Exclusive distribution rights protected by the manufacturer 

 Contractual obligations, long-lasting and cancellation paid by manufacturer 

 Free hands in design of the marketing plan 

 Distributors right to cancel the agreement 

 Credit terms in favour of distributor 

 Support from the manufacturer, inventory, quick orders, technical and sales 

training, advertising allowances, special discounts 

 Product warranties 

 Free hands in handling competitor’s lines 

 Paid visits to manufacturers headquarters or the regional meetings 

 Right to provide only minimal information for manufacturer 

This is very complimentary list, which manufacturing company should accept only 

partially and according to both mutual interests. In this part face to face negotiations 

are very important and failures are to be expected, which implies on the importance 

of keeping multiple negotiation channels open with other prospects. Depending on 

the manufacturing company’s bargaining power on other market, agreement should 

be more customized the less power is available. After all the factors are discussed 

over and agreed upon, both companies should have written agreement, which is 

fourth phase, contract. For the benefit of both parties, contract needs to cover and 

define all the rights and obligations thoroughly and both parties are able to 

understand them and unanimously. For the manufacturer three most important parts 

are: 

 sole and exclusive rights 

 competitive lines 

 termination and cancellation 
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which are well regulated by the law, which sometimes means that the manufacturer 

can’t cancel deal even if the distributor performs poorly. In efficiency measurement, 

termination of the agreement is very important part, where distributor is not 

effective, but the agreement needs to make sure the distributor gains the trust and 

commitment of the manufacturing company, where typically go-around is trial 

period of a few months. Also the legislation needs to be taken into account in these 

cases, where bankruptcy, death or reorganization may play a role in the distributor 

or manufacturing company. For the best outcome of agreement all the clauses need 

to be covered carefully. (Root, 1994, pp. 63-70) 

2.1.4 Complex operations 

Some projects may sometimes be very complex in their nature and companies must 

work together to achieve the best result. In this chapter cooperation with local actors 

is discussed to better understand different factors that need to be taken into account. 

In general, three growth strategies exist for internationalizing companies, organic, 

cooperation or born global. Organic growth is more traditional, low risks and slow 

growth, whereas born global can start internationalization operations early. 

Cooperation lies between these two strategies and is most popular as the SME 

companies are working together in the networks, which consist of suppliers, 

business partners and customers. Incentive for this cooperation is usually lack of 

some resource, which can be acquired through networking. (Vahvaselkä, 2009, pp. 

31-33; Varamäki & Tornikoski, 2007, p. 175) 

There is no general way of cooperating, usually interaction depends much on level 

of trust and commitment.  Basically actors consist of both the distributors, agents 

and the end customers who can also act as a cooperative partner. Cooperation 

usually consists of cooperation in either of companies, exchange of goods, services, 

know-how, resources or some other important object of companies and finally 

cooperation that happens outside of companies premises. Typically cooperation 

agreements are made for short-term (months-year) to more long-term (year – 5 

years) duration depending on involvement level.  
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In the sales and marketing cooperation dimension factors like goods, services, 

know-how and systems are typically discussed over. Product exchange consists also 

of same factors, only with the product perspective. Next cooperation dimension is 

purchasing cooperation where important aspect is contracting of partial projects and 

joint cooperation in turn-key projects. Logistic dimension consists of joint 

transportation, warehousing and security control. Final dimension consists of equity 

ventures in sales/marketing or purchasing.  

When project requires lots of inputs from multiple different actors, contractor must 

use subcontractors and partial suppliers. For company to better enter the inter 

cooperation, project objective, risks and costs must be the same for supplier. One 

type of this cooperation can mean that the main contractor is usually some 

engineering or technical company, which purchases services from mostly locally 

available actors depending on the situation. In this type of projects raw materials, 

labour and construction services come from local source, whereas equipment, 

technology, technicians, managers, consultants and services come from contracting 

company, which handles the project.  

Cooperation can consist of three levels, elementary, advanced and complex. Where 

first levels are mostly of goods, service and know-how exchange, whereas deeper 

levels include more complexity and can be very well balanced mixtures. 

Cooperation can mean also joint training programmes, joint development and 

management. Of course in the cooperation legal factors such as cartel and monopoly 

laws have to be taken into consideration, but smaller scale cooperation can lead to 

reduction of overlapping competition and take out the strengths and abilities of both 

companies. (Luostarinen & Welch, 1990, pp. 190-208) 

2.2 Target country market analysis 

Analysis of target country is typically needed when company is only starting 

internationalization to new market. If company has only one product, choices are 

simpler, but in case of multiple product segments, company needs to assess 
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different product potentials. It is typical for companies to select those products that 

will have most profitable sales and markets are selected by their profitable sales 

potential. For proper segmentation company must choose right criteria, where some 

companies may receive lots of benefits, but other companies with same criteria will 

not be successful, which makes these criteria very case specific. Criteria may be for 

example realization of sales – speed, easiness and total costs.  

Total potential valuation holds four different criteria: 

1) market size 

2) amount of competition 

3) easiness of accessing the market 

4) approval rate of products 

Which all depend on multiple different factors, like state of economy, trade barriers, 

distance or shopping behaviour. Market size can be measured either through 

statistics or in case data is missing, secondary data assessment can be utilized. 

Usually direct sales amount is measured and if this data is missing, analysis of 

potential customer base can give some hints about market size. Competition can be 

measured through analysis of competitors on the market. This means comparison 

of similar products or services on the target market. It is important to also take into 

account competitors who make different products but can solve same problems. For 

best assessment company must decide what kind of competition is relevant and 

what is its size, structure and level. This includes identification of both local and 

global actors, where factors such as size, resources, product qualities, prices and 

how well-known brand they have compared to company’s own product or service 

offering. Easiness of accessing target market can be measured through analysis 

physical distance, barriers of trade and investments and legislation. Approval of 

product is measured through analysis of shopping behaviour, attitudes of buyers 

and how new or weird the product is. (Äijö, 2008, pp. 100-104) 

After thorough analysis of these factors company can have at least some sort of 

understanding of target market, which can now have some sort of values. With these 

values company may start to analyse the target country, where for example high 
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sales figures can mean that the market is already saturated. In the starting phase 

company can also rely on distributor’s knowledge about the market. It is still good 

practise to gather own knowledge about the market. As the target country gets 

selected can company start proper analysis of market barriers, which basically 

means how much benefit local actors have? Typical list of these barriers consists 

of: 

 Lack of imago and not known brand 

 Lack of references 

 Lack of trust and confidence 

 Lack of market, customer and competitor knowledge 

 Lack of distributor, customer and network connections 

 Investing in the early phase 

 Lack of distribution channels 

 Cost of changing the distributor or agent 

 Small volumes in the start and lack of serial production 

 Lack of experience which leads to inefficiency 

 Actions of local actors, who slow down market entry with their actions 

 Trade and investment barriers (customs, taxes, regulations and permits) 

 Differences in the standards and norms 

 Slow payments risks which lead to lack of funds 

 Huge financing needs and costs 

 Distance related costs (logistics, contacting) 

 Language and culture related factors in customer behaviour 

 Foreign imago, which can be negative 

 Political and social differences 

 Regulatory or legal differences 

Which all require time and money to beat. This means that the new entering actors 

has to do everything better or at least as well. (Äijö, 2008, pp. 60-63) 

2.2.1 Identify customer & their requirements 

For companies that start internationalization it is not always clear who their final 

customer is, it’s not unusual for company to see their distributors as their customers. 

That’s why it is also crucial to find out who is final customer and what their needs 

are. Good practise is to analyse whole customer decision making chain and 

customer preferences and needs. For company’s success main decision making unit 

in the customer chain needs to be identified, usually it is end user. Main customer 
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can be found through mapping of channels, customer types and levels and decision 

making process. List of mappable items contains: 

 What is typical purchase chain? (direct purchase, end user and end users 

customers) 

 What is typical purchase process and decision making chain? 

 Which all stakeholders take part in decision making? (Designers, investors 

& authorities) 

 What is role of all these stakeholders in the purchase process? (Influencer, 

decider and final payer) 

 Who are direct customers? (Distributors) 

 Who is customer of customer? 

 Who are final end users? 

 Whose satisfaction determine company’s success in the long run? 

 To who should company be in contact and who should it try to influence? 

To better understand the sales process company must also have proper understand 

of customer needs, no matter their position in the sales chain. Typically, in the 

beginning this info can be gained from distributors or representatives of the 

company in the target market. In the case of business customers, sales process tends 

to be more systematic than with private customers. Following list has basic 

questions that need to be answered to properly assess customer needs: 

 How end customers and users want their problem to be solved and needs 

satisfied? 

 What other extra needs customer may have that have something to do with 

the product or the service? 

 What are business customer needs in the more complex and systematic 

interactions? 

 How would customer want their problems to be solved? 

 What are immediate customers’ needs and problems (distributors)? 

 How would they want their problems solved? 

 How unified customer base is related to their needs and preferences? 

 How customer needs correlate with customer’s external preferences like 

size or industry? 

When customer wants to know more and uses more critical approach for purchasing 

process, it is only rational response from more demanding and systematic customer. 

Systematic purchasing process usually consists of purchase needs, problem and 

criteria assessment, organization of purchasing party and task distribution leading 

to selection of purchase sources. These phases are then followed by assessment and 
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testing of product which finally lead to purchase decision. Proper analysis of 

customers does also involve analysis on individual level. (Äijö, 2008, pp. 104-108) 

Industrial level customers tend to have multiple typical purchase phases, which 

usually start either from internal or external incentive and lead to definition of 

needed requirements. After the requirements are created properly company starts 

search for supplier. Depending on the complexity of the project amount of decision 

makers can vary a lot. That’s why suppliers have to do a lot of work to be noticed 

in the decision making process by having contacts, sales brochures or different 

events. Customers usually want to purchase solution from one suppliers only, which 

means that winners are those who can best answer customer needs. If process is 

successful, long lasting relationship can be developed. (Kotler, et al., 2009, pp. 280-

287)  

2.2.2 Identification of important values 

For firm to be able to achieve the best outcome of interaction with the customer, 

customer value during business transactions needs to be assessed. Value and 

customer value have many definitions in the literature, here are some of the 

definitions. 

Definition of value: 

“Value in business markets is the worth in monetary terms of the economic, 

technical, service, and social benefits a customer firm receives in exchange for the 

price it pays for a market offering.” (Anderson, et al., 1992, pp. 3-29) 

Customer value can be defined:  

“Business customer’s overall assessment of the utility of a relationship with a 

vendor based on perceptions of benefits received and sacrifices made.” (Menon, et 

al., 2005, p. 5) 

For companies this means usually that the customer selects the best solution 

outcome of the offerings. Best outcome for customer takes into account the 
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balanced quality versus price result, with goal of meeting the customer requirement 

level. Sometimes level can be acquired either by lowering price or increasing 

product quality. Company can improve their chances of success by conducting 

market analysis and create right segments. It is also important to understand the 

customers point, reasons for purchase incentives. (Anderson, et al., 2009, pp. 6-7) 

The relationship between customer and the supplier is in its nature supposed to 

generate economic outcome in the customer business. This depends on the customer 

company internal capabilities and how well supplying company can have effect on 

either business effectiveness or operational effectiveness (cost level). Through this 

definition offering value can be explained by the monetary benefits and three 

following dimensions exist: 

1) Effects on the customer’s growth- and revenue generating capacity 

a) Business growth opportunities (new markets, better customer or 

customer segment penetration) 

b) Higher margins through premium pricing 

 

2) Effects on the customer’s cost level 

a) Lower operative and/or administrative costs 

b) Higher margins through lower operating / administrative costs 

 

3) Effects on perceptions 

a) Increased trust in the supplier 

b) Increased commitment to the supplier 

c) Increased comfort in supplier interactions 

d) Increased attraction of the supplier 

Of these first two are basically monetary effects on the customer perceived value, 

whereas third is more about cognitive values, which are more hard to calculate. For 

successful value creation, company must ensure that the delivered offering is 

guaranteed also by the marketing team and not some other division of the company. 

By doing this company can develop new valuation models and possibly create 

better services around offerings. (Grönroos, 2011, pp. 242-246)  

Customer value assessment is very large concept. Proper understanding of customer 

needs and types has effect on assessment. In some cases, supplier may be able to 

increase customer production capacity and in some other cases supplier has 
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knowledge which can be valuable to customer. Supplier can assess customer 

through analysis, find out what their offering can do to business of customer. During 

projects supplier should be able to monitor their offering, depending on the size, as 

much as possible and according to company’s available resources. Finally, value 

assessment requires systematic approach, data management system must be suitable 

for learning process and for company’s organization utilization. Usually this means 

data transfers from sales to other departments and fluently. Data shouldn’t be 

accumulated to only few persons. (Keränen & Jalkala, 2013, pp. 1310-1313) 

2.2.3 Competitor analysis 

Final phase of target country market analysis is analysis of competitors. Statistics 

are usually first step in the analysis of the market, which then leads to secondary 

data, which can be used to analyse the whole picture of the market. Thorough 

market analysis of competitors tends to be very hard to make as data is not always 

easy to get. Good strategy for product sales can only be done by identifying both 

the customer market and competitor market. That’s why proper knowledge of 

competitors is important part of market selection. For good benchmarking company 

must know at least following factors: 

 Most important direct competitors in different product segments 

 Most important indirect competitors 

 Amount of competition (Size, amount) 

 Structure of competition (big amount of small or one big?) 

 Level of competition (price or quality levels) 

 Most important individual competitors 

 What competing companies do better? What can be learned? 

 What is the base strategy of the single successful threating company? 

 What sort of competing products compete for the same investing? 

 What are the direct benefits compared to indirect competitors? 

 What is the best way to gain insightful and reliable information about 

competitors? 

From which entering company may find out what competitors do well and how can 

their process be improved or could there be something to learn from? (Äijö, 2008, 

pp. 108-110) 
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3 RESEARCH DESIGN 

In this chapter research design of this thesis is described to understand the reasons 

behind data collection and why particular data was selected. It is also important to 

understand how collected data is interpreted. Main purpose of design is to find 

sufficient answers for research questions.  

3.1 Data collection & analysis 

Data collection for this thesis was conducted on many levels to increase credibility 

of the study. Thesis is written for case company as a case study to find best ways to 

internationalize to Germany and better understand how LED market functions in 

Germany. This thesis is designed to contain both qualitative and quantitative data. 

Typical three characteristics for quantitative data are: 

1. meaning derivation from numbers 

2. results are in numerical and standardized format 

3. diagrams and statistics are used to conduct analysis 

whereas qualitative study has three other following characteristics: 

1. words are used to express meaning 

2. data is not standardized and needs to be classified into categories 

3. conceptualization is used to conduct analysis 

Of which latter suits well for discussions and is used to analyse interviews and open 

conversations of this thesis. (Saunders, et al., 2009, p. 482).  

Most of the initial information came from case company, through visit and multiple 

phone conversations, which were mostly open conversations with sales, technical 

design and R&D team. Case study fits this research best, through this methodology 

business environment can be properly assessed and wider picture can be drawn 

(Yin, 2009, p. 21). As the case company can be considered already more 

experienced company, due to newness of LED technology, their opinion on many 

issues provided very valuable information about LED market and business for this 

thesis, which worked as building frame for this thesis.  
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To better understand market development and current trends information from case 

company customers and partners needed to be collected. This knowledge was 

gathered through semi structured interviews with two distributors and three 

customers of case company. Semi structured or open interview were selected for 

this study as they are best way to gather data, which can lead to deeper 

understanding of the issue and require more work from researcher. Questions may 

be set so that the collected data not only answers the questions but opens more 

dimensions for researcher to study or observe. (Galletta, 2013, pp. 22-23) 

Interviews were conducted through phone and they were recorded for further 

analysis purposes. One goal was also to interview German potential customers, but 

no respondent answered, which led to collection of LED installation cases through 

competitor’s websites, to build up a wider understanding of the LED market in 

Germany and globally. This part was conducted through collection of competitor 

case studies on their websites into database, where data was divided into year, 

installation type, luminaire type, case setup and achieved benefits. 43 case studies 

were collected, which include simpler projects and few larger construction projects 

from 2010-2016 years. After this data was labelled and classified into clear 

requirements and benefits, after which it was possible to calculate the number of 

occurrences. Collection happened mostly by keyword search and data can be 

considered as the marketing material of the competitors, which means some of the 

figures or results can be exaggerated. Below is table which describes what sort of 

case data was collected and what sort of product is equivalent to case company 

product lines. 
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Table 1. Collected competitor case studies by installation type. 

Lighting type Explanation case company 

product 

Amount 

Sport  stadium, 

sports hall, 

football stadium 

Product 1 (new) 

 

8 

Street street, 

parking lot, 

Product 2 (new) 

Product type 1 

9 

Industrial warehouse, 

maintenance hall, 

distribution centre, 

mail centre, 

community centre, 

port, 

airport, 

shipbuilding dock, 

repair hall, 

airport apron, 

production plant 

Product 1 (new) 

Product type 2 

Product type 3 

 

26 

Total   43 

Internationalization part of the study was conducted through first going through 

literature review on the matter. After this one semi-structured interview and market 

analysis was done. Interview was conducted with export division director of 

German-Finnish chamber of commerce to better understand what Finnish SMEs 

typically face when they start export operations and also have better understanding 

of chamber of commerce services.  Market analysis of German LED market 

competition was conducted through data collection of biggest case company 

competitors. Focus was set on similar products, location, sales channel and what is 

the approximate size. This collection is divided in three parts, first part compares 

products, next part lists most of the important competitors and last part is short list 

of typical tender papers of street luminaires in German municipalities. (Appendix 

1, 2 & 3) Last data collection part is potential partner list, which includes probable 

actors with whom case company could cooperate and establish relations. Selection 

of these partners were done through analysis of their other product lines, type of 

business and capability, which is the hardest part to analyse through website 

analysis. (Appendix 4) 
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3.2 Case company 

Case company is a Finnish SME which manufactures energy-efficient LED lighting 

luminaires for multiple different purposes. Company is considered cleantech 

company, because of energy-efficient lighting, which goes under efficiency 

category of eight categories of cleantech (Kachan, 2016). Company has 

manufacturing unit setup at right next to other functions, which are sales 

department, technical design, R&D and management. 

Case company’s product range is more industrially oriented, typical installations 

are industrial lighting and technically complex sports lighting installations. Main 

focus of the company is to produce quality LED luminaires and to ensure customers 

site receive the most efficient lighting outcome with least possible luminaires 

involved.  

Case company’s sales strategy relies heavily on distribution and cooperation with 

large customers, business focus being more on production and interaction mostly 

with technical personnel from larger partners. Sales process starts usually from 

customer selecting multiple contractors offers which include multiple competing 

luminaire products and where contractor makes profit by purchasing luminaires and 

delivering lighting solution, in bigger cases involving case company’s design 

capabilities. Growth of the LED markets and increasing trend towards LED 

luminaires has resulted in case company’s goals to expand sales to German market, 

which is case company goal target market for 2016.   

Bigger projects which typically requires luminaires original manufacturer presence 

are taken very seriously at case company, which usually makes good base work for 

example for ice hall lighting design and calculations. One focus area of company is 

to be very close to customer and hear them out to achieve best outcome. Typical 

problems in most of the projects is the planning process, which doesn’t account the 

delays in the luminaire production which can take up to 6 months, while need for 

luminaires is typically imminent and gives very little flexibility for contractor or 

case company to react. Other problem on the market is that the competitors are 
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claiming much more than they can offer, for example lighting levels or quality, 

whereas case company’s main priority is to be honest about their promises. 

Typically, this leads to losing the bidding to incapable competitor.  

Case company’s lighting solution planning usually starts after mapping of the 

customer needs and in some cases regulatory requirements. Planning requires 

identification of the customer needs and what kind of lightning level is suitable for 

different installation sites. Most of the case company’s customers are new customer, 

which means more marketing work than with already well acquainted customers. 

For example, stadium lighting is mostly regulated by the requirements from the 

media and national hockey league. At industrial sites requirements are discussed 

with the purchasing party, who usually sets up the level for illumination level. Case 

company’s products are also integrated with the industry standards, both Finnish 

and German. Solutions may be boosted by the manual dimming switches or more 

sophisticated DALI – control, where lighting level can be set according to usage, 

which brings more energy savings to customer. (Case company, 2016; Interviewee, 

2016) 

Case company has been involved in couple of larger sports facility projects already, 

few of them abroad. Case company’s international activities rely on distribution 

network, where each abroad market has one or two distributors, which purchase 

luminaires from case company and receive consulting about the product and in case 

customer requires take active part in project design phase to ensure proper results. 

Distributor relationships are considered good way for case company as the risks and 

costs are transferred from case company to distributor and based on the agreement. 

For case company it is important to have a distributing actor who not only quickly 

make sales and move on, but who is able to find long-lasting customers and create 

strong relations. In the past company has experienced not so successful agent 

relationship which were hard to control and sales were hasty and didn’t consider 

the customer needs properly. In case of Germany, case company has quite open 

eyes and is open for suggestions to ensure the best entry mode. (Interviewee, 2016) 
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4 BUSINESS IN GERMANY 

In this chapter German business culture and all the relevant factors that are related 

to lighting product selling are discussed. Goal is to identify the most important 

relevant factors for Finnish SME exporter to succeed in market entry.  

Germany is a central European country which consist of 16 states and has 81.2 

million people on its area. Germany is Europe’s second most populated country, 

which makes it large market area. Due to historical events German population is 

located more in the Western side of Germany, which is also more economically 

stable due to strong coal and steel industrial past, whereas Eastern side had followed 

more Soviet Union economic system and also imposed large war reparations on 

East Germany which led to slower economic growth.  

German culture can be considered very similar to Finnish culture; punctuality is in 

very important role. It is important to use formal addressing and names are used 

repeatedly in conversations. In negotiations, it is recommended to use German 

language at least for starters. German industry is very SME oriented, 98% of 

workers work in companies which size is less than 500 employees. Productivity of 

labour has been rising due to increasing amount of technology and communication 

companies. This has led to very high standard German industry which is well known 

for integrating new technologies into existing older industries. Especially 

automotive industry is very strong in Germany, third largest in the world and most 

important export product of Germany and employs directly or indirectly every 7th 

German employee. Germany is also very well known for its electronics, 

environmental, bio and genetic technology and very much expanding IT-industry.  

German trade market structure is very competitive, smaller shops struggle to 

survive in the global market economy, whereas large retailers are closing their 

branches to increase efficiency. This trend concerns especially specialized retailers, 

whose product line is narrow and prices are high. Rise of e-shopping is an 

increasing trend in Germany. Of German GDP over half is export ~1100 billion 

euro and imports are ~900 billion euro. Finland is Germanys 27th import and 25th 
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most important export country. Most important export products are vehicles, parts, 

machinery and equipment, chemistry products, metal and electronics. Import 

products are chemistry products, vehicles, oil, gas, metals and machinery. (German-

Finnish Chamber of Commerce, 2016) 

Germany has clearly divided economic areas, Western part being more 

economically stable, whereas Eastern side has lower purchasing power.  

 

Figure 4. Germany, purchase power & commercial buildings. (Gfk GeoMarketing, 

2012; Gfk GeoMarketing, 2011) 

In the above figure it can be clearly shown that the most businesses are in North-

Westfalen, Bayern & Baden-Wurttenburg, which would indicate larger need for 

lighting. 

4.1 Finnish SMEs internationalization to Germany 

To have better understanding of German market situation one interview with the 

representative of German Finnish Chamber of Commerce was conducted. 
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According to interview, Finnish SMEs usually have very good products but very 

weak marketing skills and resources. Language barriers and wrong distributors 

selection are typical mistakes done by Finnish SMEs. Although Finnish products 

are not well known in Germany they still are usually considered high quality, but 

just not tailor made for German market yet. It is also typical for Finnish family 

owned SMEs to cooperate better when they are dealing with German family run 

SME. Trust is very important in Germany, Finnish companies tend to present 

product first and people later, when they should in most cases start negotiation by 

getting to know each better.  

For case company, best market area would be in North Germany and distributor 

should not be too large. Good level of communication should be established with 

the distributor as soon as the partnership starts. Also, products should be good 

enough in quality to be able to cover transport costs from Finland to be able to 

compete with local actors.  

4.2 Decision making in German municipalities  

This chapter will focus on research data about German municipalities and German 

decision making process. Idea is to find out how large organization work in 

Germany and what are their drivers and see if there exist some patterns.  

Germany has multiple municipalities, which all make their own decisions on 

purchasing and depending on the size and resources, purchasing process can vary a 

lot. The larger the municipality, the larger decentralization of purchase process, 

which typically leads to higher prices of products and services. Specialization level 

in German municipalities is at medium level, some larger organization having more 

specialized personnel at their disposal and who are actually capable of doing 

purchase decision, this leading to incapability in smaller organizations. These small 

municipalities should be outsourcing purchases which are not frequent.  

German procurement law has also effected the degree of formalization, which is 

considered high in Germany. The larger the organization the more formal purchase 
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organization it has. In some cases, formality is even increased with municipality 

own requirements, which are not mandatory by law. Decision making also happens 

more on higher hierarchy level, which means decision can be done by a person who 

is not qualified, but informed by qualified person from lower purchase branch. It is 

also important to notice that not all decisions are based on economic values, 

political atmosphere has also impact on decision. (Glock & Broens, 2013) 

German municipalities are not tightly controlled units, like for example in UK. 

Municipalities have chances to rely more on independent decision making. Only 

requirements are typically set task for municipalities, like fire protection, building 

control. This can also be viewed that these tasks are regulated by the government 

and municipality act as only administrative unit. In recent years, legislation has 

been passed in a way where municipalities receive legislation, but no monetary 

tools to fulfil them. (Naßmacher & Naßmacher, 2007, p. 31; Bulkeley & Kern, 

2006, p. 2238) For example, one practise for municipalities is to provide energy for 

their inhabitants. But in the last years the ownership structure of these energy 

companies (Stadtwerke) has changed to more private owned company type due to 

lower profit margin as the competition is harsh and private owned companies don’t 

have to have high share of renewables mandated by the government. (Kern, et al., 

2005, p. 15; Berlo & Wagner, 2011, p. 236) 
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5 LED MARKET DEVELOPMENT & ANALYSIS 

This chapter will cover LED – market and its developments. In total lighting market 

is globally worth 112 $ billion and will continue to grow to 130 billion by 2020. In 

this large market LEDs have become more and more popular due to their energy-

efficiency, flexibility in design and long-lasting lifetime. Even though the price of 

LED is still considerably high, technology is expected to grow rapidly in following 

years. At the moment, conventional lamps have advantage over LED as they are 

mass manufactured cheaply, but in the future manufacturing costs of LED will 

come down due to manufacturing scale. By 2020 80% of professional luminaires 

sold will be LED luminaires. For manufacturers, this means that they must have 

strong brands and ability to supply new products quickly for customer’s needs.  

(Candelon, et al., 2015) 

Table 2 Technology market share by application. 2016 & 2020 are predictions. 

(Mckinsey & Company Inc., 2012) 

 

Later developments and future predictions of LED estimates have proven to be 

quite correct, see above table. It can clearly be seen that LED will dominate all but 

the industrial lighting sector, which already has enough energy savings and will 

grow slowly. LEDs strengths lie in energy-efficiency, long lifetime and 

compactness of luminaires. At the moment LED are suffering from proper testing, 

performance is often exaggerated on the market. Also the quality of luminaires on 

the market is poor, especially cheaper Asian products are having quality issues. One 
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major problem on the market is still high investments costs and scarce information 

about LED, where new technology is only starting to prove itself on the market and 

where decision is done by non-specialized personnel. (Almeida, et al., 2014, pp. 46-

47) 

5.1 Competitors analysis  

Competitors analysis was done by collecting information through competitor’s 

websites. Competitors were looked up by multiple keywords like, floodlight, large 

area lighting, street light, industrial lighting. Criteria for evaluating the competitors 

were size of company, location, services, luminaire types and supporting functions 

like products that case company doesn’t manufacture, small lamps. 

Table 3. Top competitors for case company, Germany & Global. 

Points Competitor name Size 

estimate 

Location 

GER 

Sales Channel 

12,5 Siteco  

(OSRAM) 

+++ Yes Direct,  

distributors 

12,5 Lighting Philips +++ Yes Direct,  

distributors 

11,5 Schreder +++ Yes Distributor,  

Regional offices 

11 Trilux +++ Yes Direct,  

global sales network 

10 GigaTera +++  No Direct,  

subsidiaries,  

agents 

10 EWO +++ Yes Direct,  

subsidiaries 

9,5 NordeonGroup ++ Yes Direct 

9,5 Thorn Lighting +++  No Agents 

9,5 Hellux  

(Wunshe group) 

++ Yes Distributors 

9 GE Lighting ++ Yes Direct,  

subsidiaries,  

agent network 

9 Holophane ++ Yes Distributors, 

subsidiaries 
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As can be seen largest competitors ranked are also large actors that operate globally 

and have a vast product catalogues. Ranking is based on weighting the location in 

Germany, size, street, industrial, sports, and >1kW product categories. Data is not 

complete, but gives a good picture of market competitors. Most of large actors had 

a direct sale, subsidiaries, distribution networks and in some cases agents were used. 

The larger the actor the more complex network of distribution.  

To better understand competitor’s developments, short list of competitor’s products 

was collected based on product categories: street, industrial & sports. (See appendix 

1) The differences between case company and competitors is quite small and as the 

products vary very much, it is also hard to say which product is the best as the 

pricing was not available for the products. In some cases, luminaires were gathered 

to function as one large luminaire and in some cases luminaires were evenly 

distributed to area.  

Differences in products come mostly from design and by application site. For 

example, complex drive units were used in sports luminaires and had lots of 

functions, whereas street luminaires were more durable and had medium CRI -

values.  The more detailed product brochures also mentioned different standards 

like EN 60598-2-24, which is for fire risk or DIN EN 12464-1:2011, which covers 

working environment conditions, like light uniformity or work area definitions 

(Licht.de, 2011, p. 4).  

5.2 LED projects requirements and benefits 

To better understand how LED projects work, what benefits they bring and why 

they are conducted, data from multiple sources was collected. This data comes 

mostly from case company competitor’s websites, case studies and some data was 

gained through magazines, for example LEDs – magazine. Due to large size of this 

collection, data can be found in attachments. Criteria for case selection was year, 

oldest was 2011 and newest is from 2016. Cases were ordered by following criteria 
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 Location 

 Year 

 Old luminaire type 

 installation site 

 Replacement LED product 

 Description 

 Customer demands 

 Benefits 

 Source 

Which are used to describe multiple LED projects properly. Ideas for the criteria 

were selected from multiple LED tenders, cases and one LED purchase 

development study conducted by Helsinki city where criteria for successful LED 

purchase were evaluated. One important criteria in that study that was integrated 

into tender process, was long lifetime and maintenance costs over operation time. 

(Yrttiaho, 2015; Helsingin kaupungin rakennusvirasto, 2015) 

From the LED case studies, it can be clearly seen that the LED projects can be 

divided into multiple different segments. For example, industrial lighting projects 

are usually more about efficiency and savings whereas sports lighting involves 

more requirements and is the most complex project type. Most of the installation 

sites had at least some level of requirement, larger projects like stadiums and 

airports have already multiple standards available. One project with warehouse 

lighting was also part of energy efficiency program where it was important to 

improve working conditions and reduce lighting costs. Most popular installation 

site requirements, based on installation type, were: 
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Table 4. Most used requirements in competitors LED projects. 

Industrial 26 Sport 8 Street light 9 

Energy-efficiency 16 Lux level 7 Energy-efficiency 9 

Light distribution 11 Light distribution 4 Light quality 7 

Smart control 11 Integration to old 

system 

4 Cost reduction 6 

Cost reduction 10 Energy-efficiency 4 Safety requirement 3 

Safety requirement 10 Light quality 4 Safety 3 

Durability / 

lifetime 

10 HD TV 3 Environmental 

friendly 

3 

Lux level 8 Instant turn on/off 3 Integration to old 

system 

2 

Standard 8 Smart control 3 Luminaire shape 2 

Light quality 8 Cost reduction 3 Color temperature 2 

Environmental 

friendly 

7 Durability / lifetime 3 Light distribution 2 

Second part of analysis focused on factors, which can be seen as benefits for 

customer.  

Table 5. Most used benefits for customers in competitors LED projects. 

Industrial 26 Sport 8 Street light 9 

Monetary saving 22 Improved light 

quality 

8 Monetary saving 9 

Energy savings 22 Long lifetime 7 Energy savings 9 

Improved light 

quality 

19 Maintenance 6 Improved light 

quality 

6 

Long lifetime 17 Monetary saving 6 Maintenance 4 

Maintenance 17 Energy savings 6 Long lifetime 3 

Improved working 

conditions 

13 Improved usability 5 Improved working 

conditions 

2 

Improved 

productivity 

9 Less cooling 1 Improved usability 1 

Improved usability 8 
    

Less cooling 2 
    

Both the benefits and requirements in three segments clearly indicate that energy-

efficiency and monetary savings are very important for customers. Later, comes the 

light quality, long lifetime and maintenance. In the sports cases HDTV 

requirements and instant on/off was very clearly marketed, whereas in industrial 

lighting factors such as energy savings and smart lighting were important, ease of 

maintenance was mentioned often also, which implicates on easy install and use of 

LED lighting.  
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In case of sports lighting standards like DIN EN 12193 have already become the 

basic requirements in designing new lighting projects. What is important is to 

decide what kind of usage will sports lighting put to, training, district league or 

Bundesliga level of sporting. There are also requirements set by UEFA, FIFA and 

German Football League, which all have small differences. Typical requirements 

from all the afore mentioned can be long lifetime, flicker free, lux level per area 

and horizontal illuminance. (Stadiaworld, 2011) 

In the report done by Boston Consulting Group, following types of customer needs 

and features were found. In industrial & office smart systems, sensors and energy 

savings features were important and will transfer fast to LED tech, whereas retail 

businesses are much slower in transition. In retail customer experience is number 

one and when more business will move to LED shift will happen fast. In street 

lighting shifting is slow but very sure thing to happen, due to reduced energy costs 

and lower maintenance of LED lights. To better answer these customer needs, study 

has suggested increased use of local sales support due to complexity of customer 

needs, which for example in sports lighting is very typical. (Candelon, et al., 2015, 

pp. 25-27) 

Stadium floodlighting has started using LED lighting only in recent years, partly 

due to renovation projects. In next generation, LEDs will be also installed right 

away to new stadiums, which will remove the burden of retrofitting. Till now metal 

halides were most used, but now LED lighting has become increasingly used due 

to requirements of strict demands by media, which requires very good lighting 

levels. Benefits of LED in sports stadium is more about controls and long lifespan, 

energy savings are not that important as LED luminaires are used only for 300- 

3000 hours annually. In higher end stadiums maintenance is also done regularly 

even on luminaires that still work to prevent failures. Other benefit for LED is fast 

use, power outages with metal halides meant long warm up times and delays, but 

LEDs can be just switched back on. Huge impact of LED in stadiums is creation of 

entertainment mood, where systems can be controlled and lights can be 

programmed to flash. (Gourlay, 2015) 
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5.3 LED lighting projects in German municipalities 

For this study a group of students was able to contact two German municipalities, 

because they had one German speaking person. One municipality was Werl, in the 

West part of Germany and other was Soect, neighbouring municipality. Data was 

gathered through semi-structured interviews with the focus on LED sports and 

street lighting.  

In the Werl, municipality has two departments for sports place maintenance, 

buildings and open fields. Municipalities had conducted audit 2 years ago; results 

were that the savings were not enough for low-usage facilities. Other project was 

awarded for Trilux products, local LED manufacturer company. It is typical for 

some electric company to install lighting of some brand. Although municipality 

know the benefits of LED lighting, they possess low financial tools to start upgrade 

of old lighting. Purchase decisions of the Werl are organized through public tenders, 

where specialist is hired to make neutral offers from multiple local and regional 

provider. Usually lowest price is selected due to tight budgeting. Other important 

factors in selection of lighting were regulations, laws, building specifics and 

financing model, where one company for example, was not selected due to not clear 

agreement after the end of 10-year contract.  

In the Soest, lighting selection is more independent. Own company, KBS, handles 

the maintenance and upgrade projects. They are also having multiple LED street 

lights already installed, which is almost 50% of their street lights. With the yearly 

budget of 300 000 Soest maintenance company is able to handle new construction, 

stabilize poles and replace old lights. This is also opposite goal setting compared to 

Werl where LED lighting was not priority. Municipality understands also that they 

are able to achieve profits by purchasing lighting products by themselves and not 

with third party. Only issues with LED light, Soest has encountered, were the color 

temperature, which mainly is only social factor. KBS is also experiencing problems 

with low budgets, upgrade projects are divided in parts to not increase tax level. 

KBS is also having good experiences in their organization as the energy supplier 

and lighting projects are in different sectors, which means better funding and profit 
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in terms of revenues. KBS organizes tenders which fit only few providers, mostly 

already with right preferences from catalogues. Right now projects are won by 70% 

Trilux, rest HELLA and other smaller manufacturers, which are also locally 

available. Tenders are also scored for price and budget, quality, specifics, service 

have big role, distributors should be locals and provider must be able to show 

experience from previous projects. Regulation part involves TUV-Siegel and DIN 

13201-1 norms.  Maintenance is not important, lamps are being simply sent to and 

installed. Sometimes KBS hires an electric company if project requires it and in 

some cases lighting planners are contacted, whereas consulting companies are not 

contacted due to low commitment level for municipality specifics. In general 

municipality views Finnish LED products successful only if they have unique 

offering and are provided by German speaking persons. Contact to manufacturer is 

very important and should be on regular basis. (Schmidt, 2016) 

5.4 Other German LED - projects 

In this chapter few municipal street LED luminaire purchase decision is discussed 

and goal is to create general view about German LED projects. For this data, Hellux 

and Trilux companies were targeted, some other companies were also found in 

tender papers. Collection of information can be found in the appendix 2.  

In Germany exists very similar way of purchase process than in Finland, where 

purchases goes through tender process. Municipalities can choose either purchase 

themselves or just buying through consulting company suggestions. It is also 

apparent that the larger the municipalities are able to have internal expertise and 

have energy companies or electric installer company to install luminaires. It is also 

clear that the LED technology is still new for municipalities and test streets are 

often purchased, which can be seen as multiple product providers in the same 

municipality and low amount of luminaires. Typically municipalities have 500-

1000+ luminaires, which means that those providers whose luminaire perform well, 

are cost-effective and have needed functions will be more likely chosen for later 

purchase process. 
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It is also interesting to notice that of multiple LED providers, Hellux, Trilux, Bega, 

Philips, Schreder and Sitce seems to be mentioned in most of tender or planning 

papers in municipalities. Pricing of luminaires also differed very much, in some 

cases price range for similar products could differ over 50%. 
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6 PARTER & CUSTOMER INTERVIEWS 

In this chapter study interviews with case company partners are summarized. At 

first, interviews with two distributors are covered after which interviews with 

customers are covered. After that three interviews with case company customers 

are covered. Purpose of these interviews was to gain better view of the market and 

identify key factors and issues around LED business. Interviews were conducted by 

phone and were semi structured to achieve more open conversation.  

6.1 Distributors 

First interview was with the Nordic distributor who has worked with case company 

for a few years already. In the beginning of the partnership, business conduction 

was not clear, but now communication has improved a lot and data flows quite 

freely in both directions through frequent newsletters, reports and meetings. In the 

beginning of the cooperation largest problem was ability to sell new product in a 

market where large players were conducting a lot of marketing and even consulting 

firms preferred large manufacturer products. Another problem was with 

municipalities decision makers which were not eager to purchase new LED 

luminaires due to newness of the LED technology. Third issue was and still is, can 

be seen in tender processes which are setup for certain providers, which is hard to 

compete with.  

Now business has improved a lot because of cumulated experience and existing 

references and contacts, which continue to buy from trusted partner. Street lighting 

will be growing segment; sports lights are bit of question mark as the buyers are 

municipalities who have budget issues and large luminaires are used only few hours 

per day which does not increase need for energy efficiency. Typically, decision 

maker is project manager. Case company has very good products, but the 

competitors are catching up, three years ago products were outstanding 

performance, now only little difference on the market and competitor prices are 

lower.  
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Second interview was with Middle European distributor, who also has worked with 

case company for many years. At first sales were hard, but after getting a few deals, 

sales became easier to make. On distributor market area, industrial luminaires were 

at first in large demand, now development is towards street lighting. Case 

company’s products were very efficient years ago, but competitors are catching up 

and product range is narrow. Modularity of the products is very good, only 

specialized dimensions for luminaires is issue where for example 60 x 60 luminaire 

is needed.  

Sales process usually succeed when time and effort is used in making offer papers, 

when customer sees that distributor is committed and can be trusted. Most of the 

customers are maintenance directors and project managers. One wish for case 

company was website in local language, which would ease sales process of the 

distributor and also localized centre for support and maintenance or ability to repair 

products on site would be good addition to business. Products are not standing out 

of the rest, which means sales person must be able to have good sales skills to be 

able to show customers the benefits of the product. Issue on the market are 

competing sales men who operate on grey area and offer much more than they are 

actually able to deliver. 

6.2 Customers 

First interview was with the Finnish electric company, which has worked with case 

company for many years and has been also involved in product development. Case 

company was selected as partner due to long lifetime of products, improvement of 

LED technology, low maintenance need and case company’s ability to deliver 

promised products. It is also important to have proper communication channel 

between partners and trust is important.  

Decision making in the electric company happened at first at the highest level, but 

now projects are easily approved due to good performance of case company. 

Hardest part for lighting projects was to get approved by people who were not 
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experts in LED luminaires, which meant a lot of work for company project 

manager.  

One major benefit of case company was also closeness to the customer, which for 

example ruled out foreign manufacturers. In Finland can also be noted the young 

maturity level of LED market, customers are not experienced and little amount of 

knowledge is available, which has led to only few light consulting firms who are 

usually involved in most of Finnish largest lighting projects. Also legislation is still 

in development, for example energy efficient LEDs are not used on highways 

because tenders of Finnish government are not yet evolved to take into account the 

lifetime of luminaires, which leads to selection of cheap HID luminaires, which last 

only fraction of high quality LED luminaire and cost more in the long run. 

Second interview was with sports facility manager where case company acted as 

manufacturer and provided detailed support for light planning. Installation was 

done by company who had selected case company luminaires. For this kind of 

project very much of the factors were specified in advance, with the help of lighting 

guide provided by lighting specialists. Problematic for this project was the 

immaturity of LED business, where offers were very aggressive and wishes of 

customer were not respected. In case of case company, which only provided light 

consultancy and luminaires, experience was very positive. Case company was also 

able to offer expertise which was not seen on the paper and factors such as flicker 

and technicalities were solved excellently and led to great lighting. It was also 

wished that case company could have its own installation service or partnership 

with installation companies, which would mean more simplified project processes.  

Final interview was with the CEO of Finnish sports establishment. Their criteria for 

LED lighting was ecological and economical. Ecological factors were satisfied 

through energy efficiency which was important for brand image of the company 

and economic factors were covered by long lifetime, energy efficiency and low 

maintenance level. Large role was also in trust, old references and long warranty. 

Decision making in this organisation happened through board of members and 

according to legislation. During decision making process it was obvious that the 
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internal expertise was insufficient so customer decided to concentrate only on 

general factors such as lux levels and did not pay attention to sales and marketing 

materials as most of the luminaires are very similar and are likely to be working 

solutions. 
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7 FINDINGS  

In this chapter, all the research findings are gathered and covered. First part of 

findings is focused to go through development of LED market and its typical 

characteristics. And in second part answers to research questions are provided. 

7.1 LED Market, development & trends 

LEDs are in breaking point to become most successful lighting method in the world 

due to its efficiency and increased awareness around the world. At the moment, 

large amount of companies are renovating their factory floors, municipalities have 

noted that the traditional street lighting is inefficient and large stadium projects need 

to have best of the art lighting systems which are 100 % integrated into their internal 

systems and have smart controls. LED business is still in development, but has 

already many best practise available, like joint guides for ice hall lighting projects, 

multiple standards and requirements, which define all the necessary lux levels. 

Also, tender processes are starting to evolve towards the LED lighting, where 

cheapest luminaire is no longer the best luminaire on scorecards, because lifetime 

maintenance and repair costs are taken into consideration and here LED luminaires 

have outstanding advantage over old type luminaires.  

By looking at these factors case company has all the product categories to answer 

these demands. Couple years ago case company’s products were outstanding 

performance products and were clearly most efficient ones. Now competitors have 

caught up and as the luminaires looks are very similar to each other which makes 

differentiation from the mass extremely hard.  

During this thesis large amount of companies’ websites, municipalities websites 

and multiple articles were gone through to see what sort of network of actors and 

what sort of factors exits in different types of LED projects. Quite clear was the 

larger the project the larger the group of actors and factors to be considered there 

were. What differed the most was the type of contracts that were used, where project 

managers could either conduct project themselves, hire electric company, electric 
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installer or outsource project totally to consulting company. It is also clear that 

purchase decisions are done in some cases by persons who do not have expertise in 

lighting, which leads to either bad lighting or overpriced and wrongly setup tender 

process. LED market has multiple new players who are taking advantage over these 

inexperienced persons, for example product brochures say one amount of lumen 

output, but when lamp is put either too high or lenses are low quality the customer 

will receive poorly lighted space and time and money has been lost.  

One major trend on the German and global LED market is that the large 

competitors’ products are used by multiple different stakeholders, which leaves 

little room for smaller competitor products. Large actors are also having resources 

to have better influence on the market through marketing and giving free LED test 

streets to customer. Major trend is also the coming of Asian cheaper & lower quality 

products, which are constantly evolving and have mass production benefits, largest 

problem for Asian products is at the moment the low quality and support issues, 

which makes them at the moment not threating but the quality is expected to grow 

high.  

7.2 Proposed internationalization pathways into German market 

This chapter is answer to first research question of this thesis. In Germany exists 

multiple different networks of competing products manufacturers, lighting 

consultants, energy companies and municipalities who are tightly intervened to 

each other. Other lighting providing actors are also having at least direct sales & 

distribution network is very typical, hybrids with sales agents and subsidiaries also 

exist, but these options require commitment of resources. For case company to enter 

this complex network it must have good knowledge and ability to deliver products 

with local support. As the resources of Finnish SME are typically low and 

knowledge of company of German market is yet low, distribution network is best 

option to start internationalization to German market. Distribution is also less risky 

option, because there will be no need for subsidiary, warehousing or other personnel 

costs which would arise from opening new business from zero in Germany. Also 
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market knowledge accumulation can start sooner, although there will be middle 

hand, it will be worth of having.  

Through conversations and interviews with case company and stakeholders it is 

clear that the initial property of the distributor is ability to sell LED luminaires and 

knowledge about the lighting market. One important factor for case company is 

distributor which is very independent as case company is small company and cannot 

be present all the time. Manufacturing and delivery capacity must be also 

considered in distributor selection; case company’s manufacturing capacity is 

relatively small and requires notice in advance. Distributor can possibly have 

already couple competing products that are not in same competing product range 

with case company’s street, sports and industrial lighting luminaires. And as the 

East Germany is still lower income and has less industries, which are in more need 

of lighting luminaires location of distributor should be somewhere in North-

Germany. For case company it is also important to have at least one German 

speaking lighting specialist as the support of the original manufacturer is often 

needed in larger projects. German website is also good to have as the customers, 

who want to have more knowledge will want to find out more about the products 

they are comparing. In that case they will also want to see references list from which 

can also be seen that the manufacturer products are purchased elsewhere also.  

In early phase of partnership, distributors of case company had experienced some 

problems, which are typical in case of new products. This should be avoided with 

new distributors by concentrating early on communication channels, which has 

been good for current distributors. Product best practises should be told and as much 

info as possible should be given to distributor. Current distributor training model is 

good where lighting plans are not given straight, distributors must create them and 

learn. After couple of successful projects case company should be able to consider 

the need for centralized support centre in Germany which could decrease delay 

times in case of repairs or other consulting issues in lighting in Germany. This can 

of course be avoided by having able distributor who will take care of these issues 

by themselves. In the following figure suggest internationalization order is 

presented, where at first entering is done by selecting suitable distributor, after 
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which market position should be built to prepare for further expansion on the 

market. When market position is established further expansion should be done 

either by starting alliance, subsidiary or increasing distributor network. Possible 

hybrid can also be considered based on the collected market knowledge and market 

situation. 

 

Figure 5. Internationalization plan. 

Case company should still take actively part in trying to contact larger construction 

projects, and have possibility to adapt the product to customer needs precisely. In 

case of industrial lighting luminaires, competitors have acquired deals with large 

logistics and retail chains, which bring steady income. One good example of this is 

Italian EWO, which delivers large area luminaires for ADB Airfields Solution, 

which is one of the largest airport solutions provider in the world (ADB Airfield 

Solutions, 2013). As the case company wants to have at first distributor network it 

is also good to understand that the final customer for case company in most cases 

will be distributor and in some more complex projects presence of case company is 

required as lighting consultant. This part of case company should be more utilized 

as the market is still underdeveloped in knowledge about LED and capable lighting 

consultancy can bring extra revenue. This consultancy could probably be the best 

option for product 1 – class luminaire, which requires capable sales team for sales 

especially as it is not yet used anywhere. 
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Partner for case company could be practically anyone who operates in lighting 

industry in Germany, most important part is having either good customer base or 

good lighting design skills. With these abilities for example some sort of symbiosis 

can be created between case company and for example electric company, or airport 

lighting providing company.  These options would require presence in Germany, 

and less committing option is to find a distributing partner which is capable. 

Preliminary list of possible candidates has been collected in the appendix 4, it is 

possible that some of the companies can shift from appendix 3 (competitors) to 4 

and vice versa. In Germany following platforms can be used in search of good 

partner: 

 Chamber of commerce 

 Light associations (Licht.de, ZVEI) 

 Magazine platforms (stadionwelte.de, stadium.db, LEDs magazine) 

Being somehow connected to lighting industry these platforms offer much 

information to new actor for extra fee. One way of finding proper distributor is 

conduction of personal search by using resources and trying to find out the current 

companies that operate on multiple market, which is slow as materials are almost 

100% in German.  

7.3 Potential customer types for LED lighting solutions and their 

requirements 

This chapter is answering to second research question of this thesis. In Germany 

and globally customer segments are clearly divided for different types of lighting. 

For example, sports lighting customers are usually municipalities or trusts, which 

are taking care of sports team needs by having some sort of maintenance department 

which makes suggestions of lighting renovation. In industrial lighting, customers 

are most likely private own companies, or municipalities fire departments or other 

similar type. And in street lighting municipalities are the largest customer group, 

because of responsibilities set by federal government of Germany. From multiple 
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company case study following table can be done in conclusion of different types of 

customer segments.  

Table 6. Typical customer types in LED projects. 

Lighting type Customer Example 

Industrial Private company 

Municipal 

Warehouse, airport 

Fire department 

Sports Municipal 

Trust, football team 

Football field 

Stadium 

Street Municipal 

Private company 

Street lighting 

parking lot 

In most cases, old lighting became insufficient and was nearing end of lifespan, 

when project teams started to research different options for new lighting and in 

bigger projects tenders are designed and usually a project manager or some other 

chooses the luminaires from multiple different providers. It is common that the 

competitors are either distributors or sales agents who are using luminaires of other 

companies. As it was found out in Finnish interviews, also in Germany ability to 

deliver is very important and old references are playing a big role.  

As the EU legislation is evolved to favour LED lamps by banning old traditional 

luminaires, municipalities are now facing a huge pressure for either changing or 

retrofitting their aging luminaires to new types. In case of sports luminaire case is 

different, larger stadiums will surely be product 1 – class customers, as also large 

harbours, airport aprons or other large area lighting sites. In case of luminaires to 

sports at least municipal actors will be probably not that eager to buy as the 

luminaires are used only small amount of time, which doesn’t justify purchase of 

expensive system.  

Second part of the second research question was to find out about the customer’s 

requirement and expectations. Through the case study of competitors cases and 

interviews with case company and their distributors and customers it is clear that 

the customers want to have products that are of high quality, last for long time and 

have good support available. Price is not always the issue for projects, which will 

pay themselves back in couple of years. The requirements also increase the more 
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complex the site, lighting for warehouse is very different to lighting in sports arena 

or shop or airport lighting. For example, airport lighting must be glare free and 

function even under the harshest situation, which underlines security issues whereas 

lighting in sports arena must be switched on / off instantly and must have various 

control options to regulate lights, dim or flash. From competitor case study it can 

be seen that multiple best practises and standards regulate the needs for lighting, 

which means that for example ice hockey team has little to say in decision making. 

Larger projects are regulated by the project manager or some other maintenance 

department director.  

During interviews, it was noted that the luminaires shape has either little or 

everything to do for sales to succeed. case company should not try to create 60 x 60 

products, but to find out what sort of shapes are most required in sales processes 

that were lost because of the shape and see if there is market opportunity available. 

For some customer product look can also be important factor, products that look 

industrial may not be that attractive, even though they would otherwise be most 

efficient ones available.  

Table 7. Typical LED luminaire factors to be considered by customer. 
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Picture above is simplified scheme of the most typical factors that customers are 

considering when making LED purchase decision, depending on the complexity of 

the project. Product factor that is also important for customer is maintenance, which 

at the moment works that faulty luminaire is shipped to Finland and backwards, 

which creates long delays in maintenance. Case company should investigate the 

possibility of creating on site repairable luminaire which would not lead to losing 

IP – grading, which is important for luminaires that need to be either dust particle 

free or remain dry and not let water in. Roundabout for this option is having ready 

available change luminaires, in most cases repair issues are rarer and require little 

attention from case company. 
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8 DISCUSSION 

In this chapter thesis’s theoretical implications and managerial implications are 

discussed. Idea is to have deeper level of understanding for internationalization 

behind cleantech Finnish SME and what are drivers of LED market both globally 

and in Germany. 

8.1 Theoretical implications 

Finnish manufacturing SMEs are facing huge pressure to internationalize to foreign 

market after achieving some point of sales amount, after which growth can only 

happen by advancing to new markets. In case of LED manufacturing and lighting 

expertise this expansion is crucial to be able to receive benefits of economies of 

scale due to larger manufacturing units. LED business is also at breaking point of 

going to lower expenses in mass production and LED luminaires will be used in 

80% of worlds lighting by 2020. In case of small scale Finnish companies this 

means that having small amounts of luminaire manufacturing, quality must be 

number one factor and this must be shown to customer.  

In technical product sales to abroad, internationalization path is often through direct 

export, where distributor or agent is taking care of product sales and distribution 

and allows fast access to customer, which for smaller Finnish company with small 

personnel resources is very suitable option and has low amount of risk. On the other 

hand, this option suggested by the literature review can also become slow and 

stagnant in the long run, due to lower commitment to new market area. That’s why 

it is important for small company to maintain steady growth strategy in foreign 

operations and evaluate performance of the distributing actor on the regular basis, 

not only in sales numbers but also by having conversations and meetings to share 

information. Company must at least have set clear goals and steps to achieve them.  

Information about foreign market should be collected systematically and be 

analysed as often as possible. Market trends in developing LED business can 

change very fast, partly due to legislation and partly by advances in smart 
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technology, which all require commitment into product development. This info can 

be analysed by attending fairs and following actions of big market actors who are 

usually involved deeply in steering market development. By analysing market 

actors company can have better understanding of market functionality and see 

patterns that can improve performance of the company. This also implies on 

company’s other foreign market network knowledge which can help in 

understanding new market network. When company has done preliminary market 

research and understood the basics of the new market dynamics distributor profile 

can be set, where important factors are considered and evaluated and contracts can 

be done accordingly.  

By having clear marketing strategy smaller Finnish company can overcome barriers 

that are restricting it from large projects. Usually this requires localization of 

products and deep commitment into customer business, not only selling the 

luminaires 

8.2 Managerial implications 

Main actions for case company case company according to research are building up 

clear internationalization strategy where it is decided whether distributor is enough 

or should be there more partnership involved in market entry to Germany. For street 

light product category and other luminaires of case company distribution model is 

very suitable, but in case of product 1, large area luminaire, strategy is to be decided. 

Good strategy is to have separate distributor specialized for sports lighting, direct 

contacting and finally symbiosis with some sort of equipment provider that operates 

in Germany area, which would have direct access to customers. For example, 

football arenas luminaires are often renovated through tender competition where 

one electric company or light consultant which would either purchase luminaires 

from case company distributor or case company directly would have offering 

products of case company.  
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Localization of marketing material is next important factor to be considered. Most 

of the competitors analysed operating in Germany had already websites in German 

and contact information to local office or distributor. case company should have at 

least one German speaking lighting specialist who would be responsible for creating 

initial marketing material for German partners and who would be used in German 

larger projects where presence of original manufacturer would be needed. This kind 

of contact person would be important for municipal actors in Germany who will 

most likely work with German speakers only, like was found out in interviews.  

Role of website is important as companies who can act as an electrician or installer 

seek info about product and right now website has some minor bugs and bit unclear 

product differentiation. Websites should especially in the beginning of market entry 

has clear links from product to reference projects from which can clearly be seen 

that products are used successfully. This will also function as company’s visit card, 

where references are categorized clearly and practical use of products is clearly 

visible.  

Finally, product development of case company is covered. Currently, small group 

of customers consider product semblance a bit industrial, this should be investigated 

and improved to create better opportunities for distributors to create sales. Also, 

dimensions of luminaires, which are requirements of some customers, should be 

investigated further to see if there is market potential by analyzing cases with sales 

and distributors. In case of such product category could be found, it should be 

utilized.  

8.3 Limitations & future research avenues 

In this study, largest limitation was the Germany language which made research 

slow and may have led to some factual errors in the report due to yet low reliability 

of the Google translate. Competitor analysis was also suffering from precise 

analysis as websites of providers were mostly in German and study results may 

contain some errors which can have effect on possible evaluation of LED business 
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network. Other limiting factor was low number of interviews because initially 

contacted companies and associations in Germany were not eager to participate, in 

some cases due to time restraints or in some case due to company policies. Also, 

case research of LED projects should be considered only as a general outlook as it 

contains competitors marketing material and may be exaggerating.  

In the future research, it would be interesting to study more German municipalities 

abilities and expertise factors and their effect on decision making process on LED 

tender processes. This same interesting layout exists also in private sector, where 

for example LED projects are going through testing and when reliable partner is 

found project can be commenced.  

Future research should also consider development of the important factors in 

selection of LED providers and their type effect on decision. Is it best to be large 

provider or are middle sized companies with distributors most effective way of 

doing LED business.  

One interesting point of study could also be the pricing model on the LED market, 

where leasing model has some potential, could be interesting to study. Especially 

pricing model effect on purchase decision in LED lighting market is one interesting 

point of interest for future researchers.  
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9 CONCLUSIONS 

Main purpose of this thesis was to found out best entry modes to German LED 

market and identify customer drivers and their values. As the German LED market 

is one of the fastest growing in the world and has lots of industrial activities, sports 

teams and streets, case company has great opportunity to enter new market which 

hasn’t yet been saturated completely. At the moment LEDs share is increasing in 

lighting projects and companies that are able to create proper market position will 

have better chances in surviving on the constantly evolving market.  

As typical Finnish SME, case company resources are limited and strategy needs to 

be done in consideration of all possible major factors that will have effect on 

successful market entry. Such factors are typically, entry mode, market share, 

customer drivers and goals for short term and long term. In short term, it is crucial 

to enter market by selection of capable distributor and in long run operations should 

be expanded by either starting own subsidiary in Germany or starting partnership 

or alliance with local lighting equipment provider, which would open more market 

opportunities.  

As the product categories vary and different types complexities exist on different 

types of installation, strategy for distributor should divided in half. Clearly more 

complex sports lighting luminaires should have more focus as they require more 

planning around them and presence of original manufacturer is often required. This 

means either lighting design capable distributor or own operations in Germany. 

This phase should be done gradually by developing market position and building 

brand, as sports lighting projects are large and require previous references, with 

local support. Street, industrial and other types of luminaires can be delegated to 

local distributor or distributors, which can receive initial training, best practises and 

see how luminaires were used or are intended to be used. After this clear goals are 

to be made and communication channel needs to work both ways. 

LED lighting installation or renovation projects are always a bit different and lately 

there has been a lot of different conclusions. Major benefit of the LED is the energy-
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efficiency and light quality, which is main driver for most customers. Requirement 

complexity increases as the size of the project grows, the larger the project the more 

factors to be considered in the LED lighting. Larger projects have complex decision 

making chain and not always there is the best expertise available internally. 

Especially independent lighting consultancy is very important for inexperienced 

project managers and maintenance directors. Customers that are happy with 

installation are also more prone to purchase again and trust can be built further, 

which means more steady cash flow. To achieve this level of trust manufacturer 

must work closely with both the customer and middle hand to improve products 

based on experience and customer wishes. 
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APPENDIX 1 - COMPETITOR PRODUCT COMPARISON 

Company Product Type CRI lm/W Power IP IK Control life Extra 

EWO F32 industrial n/a 98-116 388-611 n/a n/a DALI 50 000 airport, EN 
60598.1-2000 

Siteco LS160 LED industrial & 
sports 

>80 158 82 65 8 DALI 50 000h DIN VDE 0710, 
DIN EN 60598-
2-24,  
DIN EN 12464-
1 

Siteco SiCOMPACT ® A3 
MAXI non-LED 

industrial & 
sports 

n/a 100 2000 65 8 n/a n/a EN 50419 

Case company product 1 industrial & 
sports 

n/a n/a 500-2000 n/a n/a DALI n/a   

Philips ArenaVision LED 
2 

sports 70-80-90 113 981-1471 66 n/a DMX 40 000   

Schreder Ominstar sports >70 126-133 322-461 66 8 n/a 60 000-80 
000 

Multiple at the 
same time,  
EN 60598,  
EN 62262 

GigaTera  Sufa-x sports 70-80-90 110 200-600 66 n/a n/a 10yr (12h 
/d) 

  

ThornLighting Altis Sport sports 90 130* 1000* 66 8 n/a 40 000 *Estimate 
from 
130000lm 
output 

Ephesus 
(Eaton) 

Stadium Pro sports >70 115 1000 66 n/a LandBurst 
DMX 

225 000 
(70%) 

NEMA, optics 

Mecree GL-FL-2000W sports 80-90 130 + 160* 2000 67 n/a * 80 000 *customized, 
USA CREE 

SpecGradeLED Spec Pro sports 74-80 100 800-2000 65-66 n/a * 100 000 Lumileds 
Luxeon-T, 
*Remote 
Philips 

Siteco Floodlight 20 
midi LED 

street >70 100 163-238 66 8 DALI 100 000h  DIN EN 12944, 
EN13201-2 

Philips LumiStreet street >70-80 91-138 11-122 n/a 8 DALI 100 000   

Schreder Voltona 1-5 street >70 115 45-250 66 8 DALI 100 000 EN 60598, EN 
62262 

GigaTera  SETA street 80 125 60-100 66 8 n/a n/a   

ThornLighting R2L2 M 96L70 
IVS 740 CL2 

street 70 115 204 66 8 n/a 100 000   

Trilux Lumega-iq street >70 120-128 10-108 66 8 n/a 100 000 EN 60598-2-3 

Hellux TRAPEZ 146 street >70 115 60-74 65 8 DALI 85 000   

Hellux HELIUS 121 street >70 115 36-60 66 8 DALI 85 000   

case company product 2 street 72 120-135 16-90 66 8 DALI n/a   

*Data collected from competitors’ websites and brochure information 

 

 



 

 

APPENDIX 2 – STREET LIGHT PROJECTS IN GERMANY 

municipality Population Manufacturer year lamps budget Consult / constructor Extra 

Vechelde 17000 Hellux 2016 1000 n/a ILB GmBh + BS Energy 20 years 

Deilingen 1700 n/a 2016 115 70000 RKBeleuchtung aus Bitz 
 

Oberhausen-
Rheinhausen 

10000 Hellux, Schuch 2016 
  

internal planning 

Hanstedt 5000 Hellux, Hella, Philips, 
W e-ef 

2015 
 

10000+ internal division planning 

Maierhöfen 1500 Siteco / Philips / 
Hellux 

2014 15 9000-16000 internal consult Tender -> not final 

Nagold 210000 Trilux 2014 75 55000 internal committee Lots of luminaires left 

Glottertal 3000 Hellux, Bega, Hess 2014 ~200 
 

Internal + EnBW 
 

Midlum 500 n/a 2013-2015 180 55 000 n/a Grant funding 

Niederzissen 2700 Hellux, Trilux, Philips, 
Siteco 

2013 500 422000 Internal consult preliminary analysis + funding  

Schacht-Audorf 5000 Philips 2013 15 6800 Internal Tender, Hellux retrofit  

Heddesheim 12000 Trilux, 2012-2013 ¨1000 ~400 000 HFGL Electronics GmbH & 
Stadtwerke Viernheim 

 

Ahorn 4000 Schreder 2012-2013 70 51000 EnBW Federal funding 

Garrel 15000 Hella, Hellux 2012-2013 797 630000 Jörg Gensmann Elektrotechnic decorative + techincal luminaires 

Möglingen 10000 Scchreder, Trilux 2012 n/a n/a internal testing 
 

Ahrensfelde 13000 Hella, Philips, 
Schréder, Siteco, 
Trilux, Futurlux 

2012 n/a n/a SWARCO V.S.M, Arge-Partner 
RAKW 

planning for multiple 
municipalties, multiple tenders 

Burkhardtsdorf 6000 Trilux, BEGA, Philips 
Malaga, Vulkan, 
Nordex 

2011-2014 773 680 000 Own construction consult 
 

Borken 13000 Hellux, Siteco, Philips 2011-2012 20 n/a Internal test streets 

Fritzlar 14000 Trilux, Schuch, Philips 2011-2012 20 n/a 
 

test streets 

Homberg (Efze) 15000 Siteco, Schuch, Philips 2011-2012 30 n/a 
 

test streets 

Wabern 7000 Philips 2011-2012 30 n/a 
 

test streets 

Velten 12000 Philips, Hellux, Selux 2011 ~400-
1500 

~750000 Internal Estimated costs 

* Data collected from German municipalities websites & journals 
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12,5 Osram + 
Siteco 

3   1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ½ 1 ½ ½ Direct, 
distributo
rs 

Global http://www.osram.com/osram_com/applications/industrial-buildings/logistics-
areas/index.jsp 

12,5 Lighting 
Philips 

3   1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ½ 1 ½ ½ Direct, 
distributo
rs 

Global http://www.lighting.philips.de/home 

11,5 Schreder 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1     ½   Distributo
r, 
Regional 
offices 

Very large and impressive http://www.schreder.com/des-de/Referenzen/Pages/default.aspx 

11 Trilux 3 1 1 1 1 1 ½ ½ 1 ½   ½   Direct, 
global 
sales 
network 

  https://www.trilux.com/en/applications/references/  

10 GigaTera 3     1 1 1 1 1 1     1   Direct, 
subsidiari
es, agents 

  http://www.gigateraled.com/index.asp 

10 EWO 3   1 2   1   1 1     1   Direct, 
subsdiari
eas 

Italian, supplies airport 
lighting, 80 employees 

http://www.ewo.com/ 

9,5 NordeonGro
up 

2 1 1 1 1 1 1       1 ½   Direct Vulkan, Hess, Griven, 
Wila;Villingen-Schwenningen, 
Springe  

http://www.nordeon-group.com/nordeon-group/history.html 

9,5 Thorn 
Lighting 

3     1 1 1 1   1   1 ½   Agents   http://www.thornlighting.de/de-de 

9,5 Hellux 
(Wunshe 
group) 

2 1 1 1 1 1     1   1 ½   Distributo
rs 

Wunshe group: 
http://www.whi.de/en/ 

http://www.hellux.de/en/ 

9 GE Lighting 2   1 1 1 1 1       1 ½ ½ Direct, 
subsidiari
es, agent 
network 

Frankfurt office http://www.gelighting.com/LightingWeb/emea/products/applications/industria
l-lighting-solutions/overview/index.jsp 

9 Holophane 2   1 1 1 1 1   1 ½   ½   Distributo
rs, 
subsidiari
es 

Global, multiple different 
brands: Lithonia, Acculamp, 
etc. 

http://www.holophane.com/ 

8,5 Silence lights 1 1 1 1 1 1     1   1 ½   direct   http://silence-lights.de/produkte/professional-series/ 

8,5 Weef 1 1 1 1 1 ½ ½   1   1 ½   direct + 
distributo
r 

Bispingen http://www.weef.de/?section=projects&view=prj_entry&id=27&lang=09_int&ln
r=&c=1 

8 BLV-licht 1 1 1 1   1 1       1 ½ ½ direct + 
agents 

Munich http://www.blv-licht.com/company/dealer-
locator.html?tx_wtdirectory_pi1%5Bhash%5D=1&cHash=b5dd1b06ffc156ef094
b3dd6878f1359 

8 Frisch-licht 1 1 1 1   1 1   1   1     direct 
sales 

Arnsberg http://www.frisch-licht.de/index.html 

8 Gebr Albert 1 1 1 1 1       1   1 1   direct + 
agents 

Large catalog http://www.gebr-albert.de/listL3.php?kat=1&hgp=1&grp=4&sprache=EN 

7,5 Diodor 1   1   1 1 1   1   1 ½   direct + 
distributo
r 

Nordrhein-Westfalenin http://www.diodor-led.de/ 

7,5 Zumbtobel 
group 

3   1 1   1     1     ½   direct + 
distributo
rs 

  http://www.zumtobelgroup.com/en/7472.htm 

7,5 Wirsindhelle
r 

1 1 1 1 1 1     1     ½   Direct + 
distributo
r + 
webshop 

Good marketing material http://www.wirsindheller.de/Produkte.5.0.html 

7,5 Spittler 1     1   1 1 1 1   1 ½   Direct    http://www.performanceinlighting.com/deu/index.php/en/agents 

7 Bridgelux 1     1 1 1     1 ½ 1 ½   direct + 
distributo
r network 

Multiple suppliers (China JV) http://www.bridgelux.com/market-applications/industrial-warehouse 

7 Dr. Fischer 
Group 

1 1 1 1   1     1   1     direct Diez, Dorndorf http://www.dr-fischer-group.com/de/download/katalog-downloads/ 

7 Linz 
manufactur 

1 1 1   1 1     1   1     Direct + 
Distributo
rs 

Smaller projects company http://ergo-fit.de/lanzmanufaktur/produkte/ 

7 S2 Flutlicht 2   1 1   1 1   1         Distributo
r + direct 

Orders masts from EuroPoles, 
Austria (distributor, has 
Philips) Long list of references! 

http://www.szwei.eu/index.php?CID=28 

7 Antaris licht 1 1 1 1   1     1   1     direct + 
online 
shop 

  http://www.antaris-led.de/ueber-antaris/das-unternehmen/ 

7 Schuch 1 1 1 1 1 1   ½       ½   direct + 
agents 

  http://www.schuch.de/en/contact/contact-people 

6,5 Erco 2   1 1         1   1 ½   direct 
(GER) + 
global 
dist 
network 

  http://www.erco.com/products/new-products-2016-6234/en/ 

6 LG Lighting 1   1 1 1 1         1     Direct + 
distributo
r 

  http://www.lg.com/de/led-industrie-aussenleuchten/lg-H2440P70N01 

6 Schmidt 
Strahl 

1     1 1 1 1   1         direct + 
regianal 
agents 

  http://www.schmidt-strahl.de/en/services/ 

6 Stich  1   1 1 1 1 1             Direct  Coop with Philips, Austrian 
company, nonLED 

http://www.flutlichtanlagen.at/Leistungen/strassenbeleuchtung.php 

6 AAA-lux + 
Abacus 
lighting 

1   1 1 1 1 1             direct + 
distributo
r network 

loke distributor 
http://www.loke.de/index.ph
p/en/led-flood-lighting 

http://aaa-lux-lighting.com/contact/partners/ 

6 Fael Luce 1   1 1 1 1 1             Direct + 
distributo
rs 

Italian  http://www.faelluce.com/index.php?option=com_fael&view=progetto&id=98:w
est-port-eng&Itemid=234&lang=en 

http://www.osram.com/osram_com/applications/industrial-buildings/logistics-areas/index.jsp
http://www.osram.com/osram_com/applications/industrial-buildings/logistics-areas/index.jsp
http://www.lighting.philips.de/home
http://www.schreder.com/des-de/Referenzen/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.trilux.com/en/applications/references/
http://www.gigateraled.com/index.asp
http://www.ewo.com/
http://www.nordeon-group.com/nordeon-group/history.html
http://www.thornlighting.de/de-de
http://www.gelighting.com/LightingWeb/emea/products/applications/industrial-lighting-solutions/overview/index.jsp
http://www.gelighting.com/LightingWeb/emea/products/applications/industrial-lighting-solutions/overview/index.jsp
http://www.holophane.com/
http://silence-lights.de/produkte/professional-series/
http://www.weef.de/?section=projects&view=prj_entry&id=27&lang=09_int&lnr=&c=1
http://www.weef.de/?section=projects&view=prj_entry&id=27&lang=09_int&lnr=&c=1
http://www.blv-licht.com/company/dealer-locator.html?tx_wtdirectory_pi1%5Bhash%5D=1&cHash=b5dd1b06ffc156ef094b3dd6878f1359
http://www.blv-licht.com/company/dealer-locator.html?tx_wtdirectory_pi1%5Bhash%5D=1&cHash=b5dd1b06ffc156ef094b3dd6878f1359
http://www.blv-licht.com/company/dealer-locator.html?tx_wtdirectory_pi1%5Bhash%5D=1&cHash=b5dd1b06ffc156ef094b3dd6878f1359
http://www.frisch-licht.de/index.html
http://www.gebr-albert.de/listL3.php?kat=1&hgp=1&grp=4&sprache=EN
http://www.diodor-led.de/
http://www.zumtobelgroup.com/en/7472.htm
http://www.wirsindheller.de/Produkte.5.0.html
http://www.performanceinlighting.com/deu/index.php/en/agents
http://www.bridgelux.com/market-applications/industrial-warehouse
http://www.dr-fischer-group.com/de/download/katalog-downloads/
http://ergo-fit.de/lanzmanufaktur/produkte/
http://www.szwei.eu/index.php?CID=28
http://www.antaris-led.de/ueber-antaris/das-unternehmen/
http://www.schuch.de/en/contact/contact-people
http://www.erco.com/products/new-products-2016-6234/en/
http://www.lg.com/de/led-industrie-aussenleuchten/lg-H2440P70N01
http://www.schmidt-strahl.de/en/services/
http://www.flutlichtanlagen.at/Leistungen/strassenbeleuchtung.php
http://aaa-lux-lighting.com/contact/partners/
http://www.faelluce.com/index.php?option=com_fael&view=progetto&id=98:west-port-eng&Itemid=234&lang=en
http://www.faelluce.com/index.php?option=com_fael&view=progetto&id=98:west-port-eng&Itemid=234&lang=en


 

 

6 SSG 
Spremberg 
systems 

1 1 1 1   1 1             Direct Mast installs also http://www.flutlichtanlagen.de/full-service.asp 

6 Dialight 1   1 1 1 1     1         distributo
r  

Global http://www.dialight.com/Product/Category/523231  
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5,5 Leccor 1   1 1 1           1 ½   Direct, 
subsidiari
es + 
partners 

  http://www.leccor.de/en/products/outdoor-indoor-lights/led-
strassenleuchten/led-tab-top-typ-6-tandem 

5,5 AtomSvet 1   1   1 1 1           ½ direct   http://www.atomsvet.com/ 

5,5 Hansen 1   1 1 1           1 ½   direct + 
regianal 
agents 

Haselund, North Germany http://www.hansen-led.com/about-us/ 

5,5 Nimbus 
group 

1   1 1         1   1 ½   agents Stuttgart  http://nimbus-group.com/kontakt/anschrift 

5,5 Poly-licht 1     1 1 1         1 ½   direct + 
subsidiea
ries 

  http://www.poly-licht.de/index.php/industriebeleuchtung/galilei-pli-16000-4 

5,5 Indulighting 1   1 1   1         1 ½       http://www.indulighting.de/12-0-Impressum.html 

5 Regiolux 1     1     1       1 ½ ½ direct, 
distributo
rs 
globally,  

licht planung buro + 
partnerships 

http://www.regiolux.de/en/products/Sport-hall-luminaires/ 

5 hoffmeister 1   1   ½       1   1 ½   direct   http://www.hoffmeister.de/unternehmen/kontakt-deutschland/ 

4,5 LED Linear 1   1 1         1     ½   Subsidiar
y + 
distributo
r network 

  http://www.led-linear.com/en/vertrieb/ 

4,5 Norka 1         1     1   1 ½   direct   http://norka.me/en/catalogues/downloads 

4,5 SLV 1     1         1   1 ½   Direct   https://www.slv.com/en-de/luminaires.html 

4,5 Waldman 1         1     1 ½ 1     direct + 
agents 

  http://www.waldmann.com/home/industry/products~8a8181f3475d8de20147
5dedc6790036.en.html 

4,5 Lichttechnick 
hessling 

1   1 1   1 ½             direct + 
distributo
rs 

Dusseldörf http://www.lichttechnik-hessling.de/ 

4 Musco 1     1   1 1             direct + US / global http://www.musco.com/contactus/reps/germany.html 

4 Bega 1   1 ½         1     ½   Direct   http://www.bega.de/en/references/surgery-building-at-ulm-university-hospital-
germany/ 

4 Tennishallenl
icht 

1   1 1     1             Direct Tennis hall lighting http://www.tennishallenlicht.de/ 

4 Mecree 1         1 1 1           direct + 
distributo
rs 

China/US http://www.mecree.com/products/high-power-led-floodlight/ 

3,5 ledscale 1   1           1     ½   direct + 
distributo
r 

Schwaikheim http://www.ledscale.com/en/ledscale-lights/ 

http://www.flutlichtanlagen.de/full-service.asp
http://www.dialight.com/Product/Category/523231
http://www.leccor.de/en/products/outdoor-indoor-lights/led-strassenleuchten/led-tab-top-typ-6-tandem
http://www.leccor.de/en/products/outdoor-indoor-lights/led-strassenleuchten/led-tab-top-typ-6-tandem
http://www.atomsvet.com/
http://www.hansen-led.com/about-us/
http://nimbus-group.com/kontakt/anschrift
http://www.poly-licht.de/index.php/industriebeleuchtung/galilei-pli-16000-4
http://www.indulighting.de/12-0-Impressum.html
http://www.regiolux.de/en/products/Sport-hall-luminaires/
http://www.hoffmeister.de/unternehmen/kontakt-deutschland/
http://www.led-linear.com/en/vertrieb/
http://norka.me/en/catalogues/downloads
https://www.slv.com/en-de/luminaires.html
http://www.waldmann.com/home/industry/products~8a8181f3475d8de201475dedc6790036.en.html
http://www.waldmann.com/home/industry/products~8a8181f3475d8de201475dedc6790036.en.html
http://www.lichttechnik-hessling.de/
http://www.musco.com/contactus/reps/germany.html
http://www.bega.de/en/references/surgery-building-at-ulm-university-hospital-germany/
http://www.bega.de/en/references/surgery-building-at-ulm-university-hospital-germany/
http://www.tennishallenlicht.de/
http://www.ledscale.com/en/ledscale-lights/
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Europoles 18 Mast 
manufactu
rer 

suppliers 
unknown 

  1   1 1 1 1 http://www.europoles.com/  

Valmont 15 Mast 
manufactu
rer + 
other++ 

Unknown       1 1 1 1 http://www.valmont-mastbau.de/valmont-
germany/de/kontakt/kontaktinformationen  

IBR-flutlicht 13 Sports 
arena 
design 

Sitece(osra
m), Philips 

1       1 1 1 http://www.ibr-flutlicht.net/#/download/  

Sauerland-
elektroanlagen 

12 electric 
installer 

Shmidt 
strahl 
(metal 
halide) 

  1     1   1 http://www.sauerland-
elektroanlagen.de/kontakt.html  

Swarco 12 electric 
installer 

Hella, 
Philips, 
Schréder, 
Siteco, 
Trilux, 
Futurlux 

  1   1     1 https://www.swarco.com/svsm-
en/References/Lighting  

Luminatis 11 consulting multiple 1   1 1   1 0,5 http://www.luminatis.eu/wer-ist-luminatis  

Ohoe 11 light 
consulting 

Delta, 
Dialight, 
gifas, 
luzstream 

1   1 1   1 0,5 http://www.ohoe-led.eu/  

Rieste 10 light 
consulting 

multiple 1     1 1 1   http://www.rieste.at/  

Helmuth 
Brunner 
Industrie 
Beleuchtungen 

10 light 
consulting 

BLV, Fael,    1 1 1 1     http://www.hbib.de/partner.html  

sportsplatzsho
p 

9 online 
store 

          1 1 0,5 https://www.sportplatzshop.com/flutlicht-
und-beleuchtung/led-anlagen/ 

Fleischlight 9 Facility 
building 

Unknown         1   1 http://www.hermann-
fleischhacker.de/cmr/82-0-
Flutlichtanlagen.html  

ADB Airfields 
Solutions 

9 Airport 
lighting 
provider 

EWO       1     1 http://www.adb-air.com/about-
adb/corporate-profile.aspx  

DG licht 7 light 
consulting 

Osram, 
Philips, 
Havells-
Sylvania, 
Radium, 
GE, BLV 

1     1   1   http://www.dg-licht.de/History.php  

Richard Schahl 7  consult Osram, 
Luxtel, Dr 
Fishcer,Phi
lips, GE + 
others 

1     1   1   http://www.schahl.de/sites/view/Anwendu
ngen_und_Referenzen  

http://www.europoles.com/
http://www.valmont-mastbau.de/valmont-germany/de/kontakt/kontaktinformationen
http://www.valmont-mastbau.de/valmont-germany/de/kontakt/kontaktinformationen
http://www.ibr-flutlicht.net/#/download/
http://www.sauerland-elektroanlagen.de/kontakt.html
http://www.sauerland-elektroanlagen.de/kontakt.html
https://www.swarco.com/svsm-en/References/Lighting
https://www.swarco.com/svsm-en/References/Lighting
http://www.luminatis.eu/wer-ist-luminatis
http://www.ohoe-led.eu/
http://www.rieste.at/
http://www.hbib.de/partner.html
https://www.sportplatzshop.com/flutlicht-und-beleuchtung/led-anlagen/
https://www.sportplatzshop.com/flutlicht-und-beleuchtung/led-anlagen/
http://www.hermann-fleischhacker.de/cmr/82-0-Flutlichtanlagen.html
http://www.hermann-fleischhacker.de/cmr/82-0-Flutlichtanlagen.html
http://www.hermann-fleischhacker.de/cmr/82-0-Flutlichtanlagen.html
http://www.adb-air.com/about-adb/corporate-profile.aspx
http://www.adb-air.com/about-adb/corporate-profile.aspx
http://www.dg-licht.de/History.php
http://www.schahl.de/sites/view/Anwendungen_und_Referenzen
http://www.schahl.de/sites/view/Anwendungen_und_Referenzen
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AppleOutlet 7 online 
store 

LG   1 1 1       http://aktion.apple-
outlet.de/category/1752?ord=pdo&limit=17  

Street-light-
germany 

7 distributor scheder 1 1       1   http://street-light-
germany.de/produkte/raledlamp/  

ELV  6  store         1 1     http://www.elv.de/  

Ulrike Brandi 5  consult unclear 1   1     1   http://www.ulrike-
brandi.de/index.php/museen-19 

Licht und 
Planung 

5  consult   1   1     1   http://www.licht-und-planung.de/  

Lumen3 4  consult       1     1   http://www.lumen3.de/about.html  

LightingDeluxe 4  store   1         1   http://www.lightingdeluxe.com/manufactur
er/design-house-stockholm  

Trio 4  store   1         1   http://www.trio-
lighting.com/index.php?id=start  

GREENleds 4  consult   1         1   http://www.green-
leds.com/schienenstrahler.html  

Elektrokon 4 online 
store 

Bridgelux, 
Elektrokon 

    1 1       http://www.elektrokon.de/  

Tesoft 4 online 
store 

LG   1 1         http://shop.tesoft.at/  

Conrad 3  store         1       https://www.conrad.de/  

Voelkner 3  store multiple       1       http://www.voelkner.de/categories/13147_
13158_13420/Beleuchtung/Aussenbeleucht
ung/Aussenstrahler-Flutlichtstrahler.html  

Sport Thieme 3 online 
store 

some          1     https://www.sport-
thieme.de/Flutlichtanlagen  

leuchtenzentra
le 

1 store multiple 1             http://www.leuchtenzentrale.de/standleuc
hten-2  

 

http://aktion.apple-outlet.de/category/1752?ord=pdo&limit=17
http://aktion.apple-outlet.de/category/1752?ord=pdo&limit=17
http://street-light-germany.de/produkte/raledlamp/
http://street-light-germany.de/produkte/raledlamp/
http://www.elv.de/
http://www.ulrike-brandi.de/index.php/museen-19
http://www.ulrike-brandi.de/index.php/museen-19
http://www.licht-und-planung.de/
http://www.lumen3.de/about.html
http://www.lightingdeluxe.com/manufacturer/design-house-stockholm
http://www.lightingdeluxe.com/manufacturer/design-house-stockholm
http://www.trio-lighting.com/index.php?id=start
http://www.trio-lighting.com/index.php?id=start
http://www.green-leds.com/schienenstrahler.html
http://www.green-leds.com/schienenstrahler.html
http://www.elektrokon.de/
http://shop.tesoft.at/
https://www.conrad.de/
http://www.voelkner.de/categories/13147_13158_13420/Beleuchtung/Aussenbeleuchtung/Aussenstrahler-Flutlichtstrahler.html
http://www.voelkner.de/categories/13147_13158_13420/Beleuchtung/Aussenbeleuchtung/Aussenstrahler-Flutlichtstrahler.html
http://www.voelkner.de/categories/13147_13158_13420/Beleuchtung/Aussenbeleuchtung/Aussenstrahler-Flutlichtstrahler.html
https://www.sport-thieme.de/Flutlichtanlagen
https://www.sport-thieme.de/Flutlichtanlagen
http://www.leuchtenzentrale.de/standleuchten-2
http://www.leuchtenzentrale.de/standleuchten-2

